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Abstract
Recent advances in DNA sequencing technologies led to the accumulation of enormous quan-

tities of genetic information available in public databases. This rapid growth of available

biological datasets calls for quantitative analysis tools and concomitantly opens the doors for

new analysis paradigms. Particularly, the analysis of correlated mutations and their structural

interpretation have witnessed a second youth in the last years. A natural formulation for such

approaches is provided by the statistical physics of disordered systems. This thesis is articu-

lated around different projects aimed at studying particular biological systems of interests,

the Hsp70 molecular chaperones, through the lens provided by methods rooted in statistical

physics. In a first project, we focus on correlated mutations within the Hsp70 family. Our

analysis reveals the existence of a biologically important macro-molecular arrangement of

these chaperones and we investigate its phylogenetic origin. A second project investigates the

interactions between the Hsp70 chaperones and one of their main co-chaperones, J-proteins.

Through the combined use of coevolutionary analysis and molecular simulations at both

coarse-grained and atomistic levels, we construct a structural and dynamical model of this

interaction which rationalizes previous experimental evidence. In a subsequent study, we

specifically focus on the J-protein co-chaperones. Through phylogenetic and coevolutionary

methods, we investigate the origin of recently discovered interactions which form the basis

of the disaggregation machinery in higher eukaryotes. Finally, in a fourth project, we shift

our attention to the analysis of proteins involved in the iron-sulfur cluster assembly pathway.

Analysis of residue coevolution in the different proteins composing this pathway reveals mul-

tiple structural insights at several scales.

Key Words: Correlated Mutations | Direct-Coupling Analysis | Statistical Inference | Probabilis-

tic modeling | Molecular Chaperones | Hsp70 | Iron-Sulfur Cluster Assembly
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Résumé
Des avancées technologiques récentes dans le domaine du séquençage d’ADN ont mené à

l’accumulation d’énormes quantités d’informations génétiques accessibles dans des bases

de données publiques. Cette rapide croissance des banques de données biologiques requiert

des outils d’analyse quantitatifs, tout en ouvrant la porte à de nouveaux paradigmes d’étude.

En particulier, l’analyse de mutations corrélées et leur interprétation structurelle ont récem-

ment regagné en popularité. Une formulation naturelle de ces approches est trouvée dans la

physique statistique des systèmes désordonnés. Cette thèse est articulée autour de différents

projets visant à étudier des systèmes biologiques spécifiques, les chaperons moléculaires

Hsp70, à l’aide de méthodes trouvant leur origine en physique statistique. Dans un premier

projet, nous inspectons les mutations corrélées dans la famille de protéines Hsp70. Nos résul-

tats révèlent l’existence d’un complexe macro-moléculaire de cette protéine, et nous étudions

son origine phylogénétique. Un second projet est axé sur l’étude des intéractions entre le

chaperone Hsp70 et l’un de ses co-chaperons, les J-protéines. En combinant l’analyse de

mutations corrélées avec des simulations moléculaires au niveau atomistique et gros-grain,

nous construisons un modèle structurel et dynamique de cette intéraction, qui rationalise

des données expérimentales existantes. Dans un projet suivant, nous nous concentrons sur

les co-chaperons J-protéines. A l’aide de méthodes de coévolution et phylogénétiques, nous

étudions l’origine d’une intéraction récemment découverte qui forme la base de la machine

de disaggregation des eukaryotes supérieurs. Finalement, un quatrième projet est consacré

à l’étude de protéines impliquées dans l’assemblage de cluster Fer-Soufre. L’analyse de co-

évolutions de diverses protéines impliquées révèle des détails structurels à différentes échelles.

Mots-clés : Mutations corrélées | Analyse de Couplages Directs | Inférence Statistique | Mo-

délisation probabiliste | Chaperons moléculaires | Hsp70 | Assemblage de Cluster Fer-Soufre
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Introduction

Proteins are fundamental building blocks upon which living cells are constructed, existing

in a broad variety of shapes and sizes. The human genome, for instance, contains genes

encoding approximatively 20’000 different proteins, with molecular weights ranging from

∼ 20 to 4000 kDA. This large variety is contrasted by the low number of their constituent

components. Proteins are linear heteropolymers, formed by the concatenation of 20 different

types of amino-acids, which form their monomers. The linear arrangement of amino-acids

forms the proteins primary sequence, which is encoded in the DNA of each cell. Under

normal conditions, proteins generally fold into well defined three-dimensional structures, the

precise form of which is specifically determined by their primary sequences. The functional

role played by proteins is mostly determined by their three-dimensional structure, which

dictates the biochemical activity and interactions with other molecular components of the

cell. Understanding the functioning and organization of living organisms at a molecular level

thus strongly relies on the knowledge of proteins native folds.

The experimental determination of protein structure, which forms the field of structural biol-

ogy, is a longstanding and challenging task. Experimental methods to determine protein struc-

tures, such as X-ray crystallography, NMR spectroscopy or Cryo-electron microscopy form

todays golden standard. These have been extremely efficient in obtaining three-dimensional

structures of proteins with up to atomistic resolution. However, the experimental determina-

tion of protein structures is a time consuming and difficult task. Particularly difficult cases,

which encompass membrane proteins, low affinity complexes or highly dynamic structures,

still present experimental difficulties which cannot systematically be overcome. To partially

circumvent these limitations, the last decades have witnessed the emergence of computational

structural biology, which aims at complementing the experimental structural determination

with in silico methods. While the computational de novo prediction of protein structures

from their sequence alone, considered as the holy grail of the field, is still out of reach of

current methods, a plethora of semi-empirical approaches have been developed to tackle this

problem, with increasing success.

In contrast to protein structure determination, the sequencing of DNA has seen huge improve-

ments in the past years. Indeed, technological breakthroughs in high-throughput sequencing

have led to the availability at relatively low cost of high-performance sequencing facilities,

which resulted in an exceptional growth of sequenced proteins deposited in publicly available
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databases. The emergence of extremely large databases, which projected computational

biology in the era of Big-Data, opened the door to new analysis paradigms. In particular, the

availability of large protein families, i.e collections of homologous protein sequences across

multiple organisms, allowed the possibility to precisely measure correlated mutations which

could be used to infer structural knowledge.

This availability of large sequence datasets calls for quantitative analysis tools. In particular,

the intrinsically heterogeneous nature of proteins, both in terms of their constituent amino-

acids and in terms of their interactions, finds a natural formulation in physics, specifically

in the field of statistical physics of disordered systems. Indeed, recent years have seen the

appearance of extremely efficient computational methods, based on statistical physics models,

aimed at modeling correlated mutations in protein families (see chapter 1). These methods

are illustrative of a strong phenomena of convergence of the biological and physical fields.

Combined with a steady increase in computational power and the development of novel

algorithmic approaches to tackle complex inverse problems, the statistical physics approach

to model biological complex systems has become a well anchored domain of biophysics.

It is noteworthy to underline that the application of statistical physics methods to analyze

biological data goes well beyond the field of molecular biology. Indeed, similar approaches

have been successfully applied to study a wide spectrum of biological systems, ranging from

the collective behavior of flocking birds [1, 2] to the analysis of firing patterns of interacting

neurons in neuronal recordings [3, 4]. These seemingly distant subjects underline a core

property of the physics approach to biological problems, which consists in making abstraction

of the first layer of details of a system, in order to focus on the universal basic properties of

interacting complex systems (see e.g. [5] for a broad review of the field).

This coarse-grained view of physicists contrasts with the traditional approach in biology,

which focuses attention at a much finer-grained level of details, through the precise study of

particular systems of interest. Embracing these two approaches is a challenging task faced by

biophysicists. In this thesis, we propose to combine these two approaches, throughout the

use of models drawn from statistical physics to the detailed analysis of a particular class of

ubiquitous proteins. Specifically, we will focus on the study of molecular chaperones, a class

of proteins involved in the regulation and control of the cellular protein population. Cells

must in general cope with external stresses, may they be chemical, thermal or osmotic, which

can induce deregulations in the cellular protein populations. Typical consequences, such as

protein denaturation, misfolding and aggregation can have potentially deleterious effects on

the survival of organisms. It is thus not surprising that early on in evolution, all organisms have

acquired specialized protein machineries specifically targeted at proteostasis. i.e. the control

and maintenance of the cellular protein population in a functional state. Since their discovery

in the seventies, the ubiquity and central importance of molecular chaperones stimulated

abundant experimental and theoretical studies in order to understand the molecular basis

of these machines. However, despite four decades of active research on chaperones, their

complexity left many fundamental questions unanswered.

2
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The main objective of this thesis is the study of molecular chaperones through the use of

coevolutionary methods. This objective will be tackled by a series of projects, through each

of which we will investigate a different aspect of a particular chaperone, namely Hsp70 (see

chapter 2 for an overview of molecular chaperones). Our results presented in the following

chapters, taken together, extend our current structural and functional knowledge of this class

of proteins, thereby contributing towards the quest of the overall better understanding of the

molecular processes of proteostasis, a fundamental mechanism shared by all organisms.

The following of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapters one and two form an extended

introduction. In Chapter 1, we will review the theoretical basis of the coevolutionary methods

used throughout this manuscript. Emphasis will be given on the mathematical formulation

of the methodological tools employed in subsequent chapters. Chapter 2 introduces a broad

overview of molecular chaperones with particular emphasis on the Hsp70 machinery, and will

give a deeper introduction to the biological role played by molecular chaperones. Chapter

3 deals with the coevolutionary analysis of the Hsp70 chaperone, particularly investigating

the nature of the homo-dimeric arrangement of this protein. In Chapter 4, we analyze the

interactions between the Hsp70 chaperones and their co-chaperones Hsp40, by combined

means of coevolutionary methods and molecular simulations at multiple scales. The fifth

Chapter treats about the synergistic inter-class interaction between multiple Hsp40 proteins,

which forms the basis of the disaggregation machinery in higher eukaryotes. In the last

Chapter, the focus is shifted onto the analysis of proteins involved in the Iron-Sulfur cluster

assembly pathway.
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1 Methods of coevolutionary analysis

1.1 Correlated mutations in homologous proteins

In order to perform their biological function, proteins must fold to their native three dimen-

sional structure1. Under the process of evolution, natural mutations will occur in the primary

structure of the proteins, thereby modifying the amino-acid composition of protein sequences.

However, in order to maintain a functional fold, deleterious mutations will be suppressed by

natural selection, whereas beneficial and neutral mutations will be conserved and propagated.

A potentially deleterious mutation can in principle be compensated by one or several mu-

tations of amino-acids interacting in the three dimensional structure. Thus the presence of

compensatory mutations of interacting amino-acids in proteins results in patterns of pairwise

correlated mutations. This principle lies at the heart of coevolutionary methods. The idea

of inverting the observed correlation patterns to infer structural contacts in protein families

dates back at least to the end of the eighties [6, 7, 8], where it had been observed that pair of

residues showing strongly correlated mutations were weakly enriched in structural contacts

[7] (Fig.1.1a).

Initial approaches to infer structural contacts from residue covariation focused on measures of

pairwise correlations, analyzing pairs of residues independently. A prototypical such approach

is based on the use of mutual information (MI) to quantify the strength of covariation between

a pair of residues [10, 11, 12]. While this approach benefitted from a remarkable success,

partially pertaining to both its conceptual and practical simplicity, its performance in terms of

contact prediction was only moderate. It has indeed been recognized quite early that models

aiming to infer structural contacts focusing on independent pairs of residue would strongly

suffer from the effect of mediated correlations [13], thus limiting their predictive power. Going

beyond pairwise models required the conjunction of several factors: The rapid growth of

available sequences in the last fifteen years (Fig.1.1b), combined with new theoretical insights

led to the development of such new computational methods designed to account for chains

of correlations, leading to a second youth of coevolutionary contact prediction methods.

1The case of intrinsically disordered proteins will not be discussed
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Chapter 1. Methods of coevolutionary analysis

Figure 1.1 – A Relation between correlated mutations and inter-residue distances (Cβ - Cβ

distance in Å). The mutation correlations are computed as the correlation coefficient between
two positions in the MSA (Figure adapted from [7]). B Evolution of the number of deposited
protein sequences in the UniprotKB/TrEMBL database [9].

1.2 Direct Coupling Analysis

To circumvent the inherent limitations of single-pair correlation based methods to infer

structural contacts in proteins, Direct Coupling Analysis (DCA) has recently been introduced

[14]. It has been noticed that the only way around the problem of mediated correlations was

through the use of global statistical models [13, 14, 15]. In contrast to pairwise correlation

based methods, global statistical model approaches aim to infer a joint probability distribution

over the sequence space which best reproduces the observed correlations, thus naturally

reproducing the mediated chains of correlations. There are a priori innumerable ways one

can construct a global probabilistic model over the sequence space. In the following, we will

overview a rational approach commonly used in statistical physics, namely the maximum

entropy modeling.

1.2.1 Maximum Entropy Modeling

The approach followed in [14] to build a global statistical model on the sequence space is based

on the maximum entropy principle [16], which seeks the least biased distribution subject to

some constraints. In the case of DCA, the constraints are such that the inferred probability

distribution must reproduce the single site and two-site marginal distributions of amino-acid

compositions. The general procedure is outlined hereafter.

Let X = {Xi }N
i=1 denote a protein sequence of length N , where each residue position Xi can take

one of q = 21 symbols (20 natural amino-acids + 1 alignement gap). Let {Xb}B
b=1 be a collection

of aligned homologous proteins forming a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of the protein

family. We start by building the single- and two-site empirical marginal distributions

fi (A)= 1

B

B∑
b=1

δX b
i ,A fi j (A,B)= 1

B

B∑
b=1

δX b
i ,AδX b

j ,B (1.1)

6



1.2. Direct Coupling Analysis

where i , j denote the residue index position and A,B denote any of the q possible symbols.

The maximum entropy principle seeks the least constrained joint probability distribution P (X)

that reproduces the marginals 1.1. In other words, the goal is to maximize

S =−∑
X

P (X) logP (X) (1.2)

with the marginal constraints discussed above and a global normalization constraint. Putting

all these ingredient together yields the constrained entropy to be maximized

S̃ =−∑
X

P (X) logP(X)

+
N∑

i=1

q∑
Ai=1

hi (Ai )

( ∑
{Ak |k �=i }

P (A1, A2, ..., AN )− fi (Ai )

)

+
N−1∑
i=1

N∑
j=i+1

q∑
Ai ,A j=1

Ji j (Ai , A j )

( ∑
{Ak |k �=i , j }

P (A1, A2, ..., AN )− fi j (Ai , A j )

)

+λ

(∑
X

P (X)−1
)

(1.3)

where hi (Ai ) (resp. Ji j (Ai ,Bi )) are the Lagrange multipliers enforcing the single- (resp. two-)

site marginals and λ is the Lagrange multiplier enforcing the normalization of the distribution

P (X). Maximizing 1.3 with respect to P (X) leads to

P (X)= 1

Z
exp

(
N∑

i=1
hi (Xi )+

N−1∑
i=1

N∑
j=i+1

Ji j (Xi , X j )

)
(1.4)

where Z ≡ exp(λ−1) is the partition function imposing the normalization

Z =∑
X

exp

(
N∑

i=1
hi (Xi )+

N−1∑
i=1

N∑
j=i+1

Ji j (Xi , X j )

)
(1.5)

Let us further define the Hamiltonian of the system as

H (X)=−
N∑

i=1
hi (Xi )−

N−1∑
i=1

N∑
j=i+1

Ji j (Xi , X j ) (1.6)

such that the distribution 1.4 takes a classical Boltzmann form P (X)= 1
Z e−H (X). The model

1.4 is known in statistical physics as a generalized q-state Potts model [17] and forms the

core of DCA methods. The parameters of the model are the local biases hi (Ai ) which control

the amino-acid compositions at sites i and the coupling parameters Ji j (Ai ,Bi ) controlling

the statistical coupling strengths between pair of sites i , j . This formulation allows chains of

correlated mutations to be naturally generated by a potentially reduced set of inter-protein

couplings Ji j , thus intrinsically accounting for their presence in the sequence data.

7



Chapter 1. Methods of coevolutionary analysis

1.2.2 Scoring functions

It has been shown hat the direct couplings Ji j are efficient predictors of physical inter-residue

contacts, largely outperforming correlation based predictors [14, 15, 18] . In order to rank the

predicted contacts, the local q ×q couplings matrices Ji j (A,B) must be reduced to a scalar

score characterizing the coupling strength of the contact, irrespective of the particular amino-

acid types A,B in the contact. In [14, 15], the authors introduced the Direct Information (DI)

score which measures the mutual information generated by the direct couplings Ji j . In [18],

the authours have shown that the use of a simpler score, based on the Frobenius norm of the

q ×q local coupling matrices improved the predictive power. They defined the interaction

score as

Si j =
√√√√q,q∑

A,B
Ji j (A,B)2 (1.7)

Furthermore, a simple modification to the Frobenius norm 1.7 was introduced in [19], which

significantly improved the predictions. The modification consists in neglecting the couplings

with the gap symbol in the double summation in 1.7. Indeed, long stretches of gaps usually

found at the two ends of MSAs introduce strong correlations between these positions, thus

contributing artificially strong couplings, which are non informative about structural contacts.

The simple exclusion of the couplings with the gap symbol thus partially removes this source

of error in DCA predictions.

Furthermore, an empirical correction term called Average Product Correction [20] has been

shown to additionally improve the quality of the predictions by partially removing some

compositional biases of the interaction scores 1.7

S APC
i j = Si j −

Si ,·S·, j

S·,·
(1.8)

where · denotes the averaging over the relevant dimension of the matrix. If not explicitly stated

otherwise, we will always use the corrected Frobenius norm score 1.8 as contact predictor in

the following sections of the manuscript.

1.2.3 Free parameters and Gauge invariance

In the Potts model formulation 1.4, there are a total of N (N−1)
2 q2+N q parameters, which appear

as Lagrange multipliers enforcing the marginals of the model. However, due to normalization,

not all one- and two-site marginals are independent quantities. Indeed, each single-site

marginal Pi (A) is normalized, hence resulting in only q−1 independent components. Similarly,

each two-site marginal has only (q −1)2 independent components. This reduced number of

independent components is reflected in the Lagrange multipliers, which therefore have only
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1.2. Direct Coupling Analysis

N (N−1)
2 (q −1)2 +N (q −1) independent components. The remaining dependent components

can thus be arbitrarily fixed without changing the probability distribution. Such a freedom

in fixing parts of the parameters is known in physics as a gauge-invariance. This freedom is

characterized by the fact that by fixing a gauge, one can shift weights between the contribution

of the local biases and the coupling parameters without affecting the probabilities.

Indeed, the following class of transformations 1.9 leave the Hamiltonian invariant up to a

constant [21], and do hence not modify the probabilities 1.4

J̃i j (A,B)= Ji j (A,B)+Ki j (A)

h̃i (A)= hi (A)− ∑
j ( j>i )

Ki j (A) (1.9)

where Ki j is an arbitrary function of A. The choice of a gauge is crucial in the inference of the

Potts model and varies depending on the inference method. Details of the gauges induced by

the different inference schemes will be discussed in the following sections.

1.2.4 Sequence reweighting

The empirical marginals 1.1 estimated from the data should in principle represent the true sta-

tistical properties of the protein family’s MSA. This would in principle be true if the sequences

were identically and independently drawn from some underlying distribution. However, due

to several reasons, the observed proteins are far from being independent and generally present

some strong biases.

Part of the inter-dependencies stem from experimental bias, due to over-representation in

the dataset of some experimentally relevant organisms. This is particularly the case for some

selected model organisms (e.g. E.coli, H. sapiens, S. cerevisiae) which have been extensively

studied and sequenced. Thus several strains, variants and mutants of these organism are

present in the dataset resulting in an unbalanced phylogenetic distribution of organisms.

Furthermore, protein sequences are not random objects independently drawn from a distri-

bution, but are the result of a sequential evolutionary process. Thus homologs are intrinsically

correlated through the sharing of common ancestors. Such phylogenetic biases have been long

recognized [13, 20] and still present a challenge in statistical inference on homolog families.

In order to partially correct such biases, a simple reweighting scheme has been introduced in

[14, 22, 15]. Each sequence in the dataset is assigned a weight wb inversely proportional to the

number of other sequences in the dataset closer than some user-defined threshold

ωb = |{Xa, a = 1, ...,B , Id(Xa ,Xb)> τI d }|−1 (1.10)

where Id(Xa ,Xb) denotes the fraction of identical residues shared by two sequences a and b

and τI d is a user-defined similarity threshold. In practical applications, τI d is chosen of the

9



Chapter 1. Methods of coevolutionary analysis

order of 70-90 % [15, 23, 24].

We can thus define an effective number of sequences in the dataset, as

Be f f =
B∑

b=1
ωb (1.11)

Be f f controls the effective number of pseudo-independent sequences in the dataset, and is

thus a more suitable quantity than the raw number of sequences B to assess the quality of

the MSA. In the following sections, these sequence weights will be used to build reweighted

frequency counts, as well as directly incorporated into the Pseudo-likelihood method.

1.3 Parameter Inference

1.3.1 General overview

The task of inferring the parameters of the Potts model 1.4 from data is already computationally

intractable for protein families of moderate size. In fact, the computation of the partition

function Z involves a summation over the sequence space which grows exponentially with

the length N of the sequences. To solve this computational problem, several approximation

schemes have been developed, which can roughly be split in two categories: Those who

seek an exact (at least numerically exact) solution to a tractable approximation of the Potts

model and those who seek an approximate solution to the exact problem. Tree of the most

used approximations are presented hereafter. The first two, the Mean-Field solution and the

Pseudo-Likelihood maximization fall in the former category, while the Boltzmann Machine

Learning approach lies in the latter.

1.3.2 Mean-Field solution

Several different approaches exist to obtain the mean-field solution of 1.4. We will here use an

approach based on the cluster variation method [25], which slightly varies from the original

derivation in [15]. We start with the canonical definition of the variational Helmotz free energy

F [P ]=U [P ]−S[P ] (1.12)

where U ,S denote respectively the variational internal energy and entropy and P the trial

distribution for which F will extremized.

In the variational formulation of the mean-field solution, we factorize the trial distribution P

10



1.3. Parameter Inference

in single site trial marginals Pi (A)

P (X)≈ PMF (X)=∏
i

Pi (Xi ) (1.13)

Note that in the cluster variation framework, this factorization corresponds to truncating the

entropy expansion at clusters formed by isolated spins [25].

Combining equations 1.6, 1.12, 1.13, and adding normalization constraints on the trial distri-

butions {Pi (A)} yields

F ({Pi (A)})=−∑
i

∑
A

hi (A)Pi (A)− ∑
i< j

∑
A,B

Ji j (A,B)Pi (A)P j (B)

+∑
i

∑
A

Pi (A) logPi (A)+∑
i
λi

(∑
A

Pi (A)−1

) (1.14)

where we readily recognize the third term as the factorized Shannon entropy for N indepen-

dent variates. The complete variational free energy can now be extremized with respect to the

trial distributions Pi (A), yielding the well-known self-consistent mean-field equations

Pi (A)= 1

Zi
exp

(∑
i �= j

q∑
B=1

Ji j (A,B)P j (B)+hi (A)

)
(1.15)

with Z ≡ eλi−1.

Due to the gauge invariance discussed in section 1.2.3, there is a freedom in the choice of

some parameters. In practice, this consists in expressing Pi (C ) as a function of the q − 1

other Pi (A �=C ) for any arbitrary chosen symbol C , and setting the corresponding parameters

hi (C ), Ji j (A,C ), Ji j (C , A) to zero. For consistency with [15], we here set all the couplings

involving the gap symbol (C = q) to zero, i.e. hi (q) = Ji j (A, q) = Ji j (q, A) = 0 ∀i , j , A. With

this gauge choice, the local biases can be extracted from 1.15, yielding

hi (A)= log

(
Pi (A)

Pi (q)

)
−∑

j

q−1∑
B=1

Ji j (A,B)P j (B) (1.16)

We can now apply linear response theory [26] to compute the inverse correlations in the

Mean-field approximation using

(C−1)i j (A,B)= ∂hi (A)

∂P j (B)
=

{
−Ji j (A,B), i �= j
δA,B

Pi (A) + 1
Pi (q) , i = j

(1.17)

with Ci j (A,B)= fi j (A,B)− fi (A)P j (B) the connected correlations.

Equations 1.17 and 1.16 yield the Mean-field solution to the inference of the local biases and
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Chapter 1. Methods of coevolutionary analysis

couplings of the Potts model.

In the solution 1.17, the coupling parameters are obtained by simple matrix inversion of

the empirical correlation matrix Ci j . In case of insufficient sampling, Ci j can become rank

deficient, resulting in the problem becoming ill-defined. In order to compensate this, the

authors in [15] made use of pseudo-counts to regularize the empirical correlation matrix.

Conceptually, this accounts in adding a fixed number of completely random sequences to the

empirical MSA. In practice, this is obtained by introducing a pseudo-count parameter λ in the

definitions of the single- and two-site frequencies as

fi (A)= 1

Be f f +λ

(
λ

q
+

B∑
b=1

ωbδX b
i ,A

)
fi j (A,B)= 1

Be f f +λ

(
λ

q2 +
B∑

b=1
ωbδX b

i ,AδX b
j ,B

)

(1.18)

where we introduced the sequence weights ωb discussed above (see 1.2.4). As seen in 1.18,

the pseudo-count parameter effectively controls the amount of random uniform sequences

added to the dataset to compute the first two moments of the distributions. In practice, it

has been observed that optimal results are obtained for a high pseudo-count amount, i.e

λ∼ Be f f [15]. In [27], the authors have shown that the use of large pseudo-counts is not only

useful to regularize the rank-deficiency of empirical correlation matrices, but is essential to

compensate for systematic biases of the Mean-field solution, thus elucidating the need for

large pseudo-counts for the inference of Potts models in the Mean-field approximation.

1.3.3 Pseudo-Likelihood maximization

The Pseudo-Likelihood (PL) approximation was introduced in the context of DCA in [18] and

allows to approximate the Potts model 1.4 by a tractable model. We start by noticing that the

complete joint distribution can be factorized in terms of its conditional probabilities as

P (X)= P (X1, X2, ..., XN )=
N∏
i

P (Xi |X1, ..., Xi−1) (1.19)

The Pseudo-Likelihood approximation consists in extending the partial conditioning in 1.19

to all other sites j �= i , i.e.

P (X)≈ PPL(X)≡
N∏
i

P (Xi |X1, ..., Xi−1, Xi+1, ..., XN )=
N∏
i

P (Xi |X\i ) (1.20)

where X\i denotes the set of all sites except i . We can now use this approximation to build an
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approximation to the negative log-likelihood of the Potts model

lPL(h, J )=− 1

Be f f

B∑
b=1

ωb logPPL(Xb |h, J )=− 1

Be f f

B∑
b=1

ωb log
N∏
i

P (Xi |X\i )

=− 1

Be f f

B∑
b=1

ωb

N∑
i=1

logP (Xi |X\i )=− 1

Be f f

B∑
b=1

ωb

N∑
i=1

log
P (Xi ,X\i )

P (X\i )

=− 1

Be f f

B∑
b=1

ωb

N∑
i=1

log

⎛
⎝ exp

(
hi (X b

i )+∑
j �=i Ji j (X b

i , X b
j )

)
∑q

s=1 exp
(
hi (As)+∑

j �=i Ji j (As , X b
j )

)
⎞
⎠

=− 1

Be f f

B∑
b=1

ωb log

⎛
⎝ exp

(∑
i hi (X b

i )+∑
i< j Ji j (X b

i , X b
j )

)
∏

i
∑q

s=1 exp
(
hi (As)+∑

j �=i Ji j (As , X b
j )

)
⎞
⎠

(1.21)

where we used the shorthand notation (h, J ) to denote the complete set of all local biases and

couplings and used the sequence weights ωb discussed in 1.2.4. In the PL approximation,

the complete likelihood of the data is replaced by the approximated form 1.21, which is now

tractable. Indeed, we see in the denominator of 1.21 that the PL approximation essentially

factorizes the partition function in a product of N "local partition functions" Zi . It is of

central importance in the PL approach to notice that in the expression 1.21 the "local partition

functions" explicitly depend on the data and not only on the parameters. Furthermore, lPL

does not only depend on the data through their marginals fi (A) and fi j (A,B), but explicitly

depends on the complete set of sequences. Thus, formally, the PL approximation is not

considered a truly Maximum Entropy inference, as it implicitly incorporates higher moments

of the empirical data.

The negative-pseudo likelihood 1.21 being computationally tractable and differentiable, it

can be easily minimized by standard gradient based methods, yielding the PL solutions for

the local biases and coupling parameters. Notice that due to the explicit dependence on the

sequences in the expression of the negative log-likelihood, the numerical cost of computing

the gradient now scales linearly with the number of sequences used to perform the inference.

As discussed in Sec.1.2.3, the gauge-invariance of the Potts model results in a freedom of choice

of some parameters. In the optimization procedure of the negative-log pseudo-likelihood 1.21,

this translates to the existence of infinitively many global minima. In order to fix the gauge

and set a unique global minimum, a L2 regularization term is added to 1.21 [23] yielding

F ({hi }, {Ji j })= lPL +λh

∑
i
||hi ||22 +λJ

∑
i< j

||Ji j ||22 (1.22)

It can be easily shown that the use of L2 regularization implicitly induces the following gauge
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choice

λJ
∑
A

Ji j (A,B)=λhhi (B)

λJ
∑
B

Ji j (A,B)=λhh j (A)

∑
A

hi (A)= 0

(1.23)

To efficiently use the scoring function 1.8 discussed above, the parameters of the Potts model

must be shifted to the zero-sum gauge

∑
A

Ji j (A,B)=∑
B

Ji j (A,B)=∑
A

hi (A)= 0 ∀i , j , A,B (1.24)

which can be easily obtained by the following transformation

J̃i j (A,B)= Ji j (A,B)− Ji j (A, ·)− Ji j (·,B)+ Ji j (·, ·)
h̃i (A)= hi (A)+ ∑

j | j>i

∑
B

Ji j (A,B)+ ∑
j | j<i

∑
B

Ji j (B , A) (1.25)

A further approximation of the Pseudo-likelihood has been introduced in [23], which substan-

tially accelerates the numerical minimization of eq. 1.22. By inverting the summation over the

sequences and over the nodes, the third line of 1.21 can be rewritten as

lPL(h, J )=
N∑

i=1
fi (X) (1.26)

The asymmetric Pseudo-likelihood method consists in performing N independent minimiza-

tions of the integrands fi . The advantage of this approximation is that the fi only dependent

on the local biases hi and on the parameters Ji j directly incident to node i . There are thus

two main numerical advantages of this formulation. First, one large optimization problem

in N (N−1)q2

2 +N q parameters is decimated in N smaller optimizations problems over N q +q

parameters. Second, the optimizations being performed independently, the procedure can

be trivially parallelized over the N problems, yielding an essentially linear parallelization

speed-up.

Care must be taken when scoring the parameters inferred by the asymmetric Pseudo-likelihood

method. As the parameters Ji j and J j i are solutions of two different optimizations problems,

they will generally not be consistent. In order to circumvent this problem, the authors in

[23] considered the averaged couplings J̃i j (A,B) = Ji j (A,B)+J j i (B ,A)
2 after shifting them in the

zero-sum gauge 1.24.
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1.3.4 Boltzmann Machine Learning

In contrast to the previously discussed inference methods, the Boltzmann Machine Learning

tackles the direct maximization of the likelihood. Given an MSA {Xb}B
b=1 of B homologous

sequences, let the likelihood function be defined as

L ({hi }, {Ji j })=
B∏

b=1
P (Xb) (1.27)

where P ({Xb}) denotes the Potts distribution 1.4. We seek the optimal parameters {hi }, {Ji j }

that maximize the likelihood 1.27 . Equivalently, we can seek the minimum of the negative-log

likelihood

l ({hi }, {Ji j })=− 1

Be f f

B∑
b=1

ωb logP (Xb) (1.28)

where we introduced the sequence weights ωb discussed in 1.2.4 and the averaging 1
Be f f

has

been added for convenience. As discussed above, due to the gauge-invariance of the Potts

model, their is no unique optimal solution to this problem. A L2 regularization term is thus

added to 1.28, yielding a convex function to be optimized

lR ({hi }, {Ji j })=− 1

Be f f

B∑
b=1

ωb logP (Xb)+λh

∑
i
||hi ||22 +λJ

∑
i< j

||Ji j ||22 (1.29)

with ||hi ||22 =
√∑

A hi (A)2 the usual L2 norm.

Ignoring the reweighting for simplicity, note that 1.29 can be rewritten as

lR ({hi }, {Ji j })=− 1

B

B∑
b=1

(
logP (Xb)− λ̃h

∑
i
||hi ||22 − λ̃J

∑
i< j

||Ji j ||22
)

=− 1

B

B∑
b=1

log

(
P (Xb)exp

{
−λ̃h

∑
i
||hi ||22

}
exp

{
−λ̃J

∑
i< j

||Ji j ||22
})

=− 1

B

B∑
b=1

log
(
P (Xb)P (hi )P (Ji j )

)
(1.30)

This last form highlights the Bayesian interpretation of the regularization term. Indeed, from

1.30, one sees that the regularization terms are interpreted as prior distributions P (hi ),P (Ji j )

on the parameters. In the case of L2 regularization, these priors correspond to gaussian

distributions over {hi } and {Ji j }, where the hyper-parameters λh and λJ control the (inverse)

variance of the priors. In Bayesian terms, the maximization of the regularized likelihood 1.29

corresponds thus to the maximum a posteriori estimator.
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Rewriting the negative log-likelihood 1.29 by inserting 1.4 yields

lR ({hi }, {Ji j })=− 1

Be f f

B∑
b=1

ωb

(
N∑

i=1
hi (Xi )+

N−1∑
i=1

N∑
j=i+1

Ji j (Xi , X j )

)
+log Z+λh

∑
i
||hi ||22+λJ

∑
i< j

||Ji j ||22
(1.31)

Noting that ∂ log Z
∂hi (A) = fi (A)Model and ∂ log Z

∂Ji j (A,B) = fi j (A,B)Model , maximizing 1.31 we obtain

∂lR ({hi }, {Ji j })

∂hi (A)
= 0⇒ fi (A)Model − fi (A)Dat a +2λhhi (A)= 0

∂lR ({hi }, {Ji j })

∂Ji j (A,B)
= 0⇒ fi j (A,B)Model − fi j (A,B)Dat a +2λJ Ji j (A,B)= 0

(1.32)

where fi (A)Dat a and fi j (A,B)Dat a are the reweighted empirical frequencies measured from

the data, while fi (A)Model and fi j (A,B)Model are the model marginals computed with the

inferred parameters. In the absence of the regularization term, the optimal parameters are

thus such that the reproduced marginals coincide with the empirical marginals.

The Boltzmann Machine Learning inference strategy is based on the numerical evaluation

of fi (A)Model and fi j (A,B)Model by Monte-Carlo sampling [28] and iteratively updating hi (A)

and Ji j (A,B) until the relations 1.32 are satisfied. Thus, the negative log-likelihood of the

model, eq. 1.31 is numerically minimized by means of gradient descent techniques, evaluating

its gradient (eq. 1.32) at each iteration by MC sampling.

In the field of DCA, Boltzmann Machine Learning has been used by several authors. In [24], the

authors used a combination of standard and accelerated gradient descent for the optimization

of the parameters, coupled with distributed Metropolis-Hastings Monte-Carlo simulations to

estimate the model marginals. In [29], BoltzmannBoltzmann Machine Learning is used as a

refinement step after inferring the model parameters using an Adaptative Cluster Expansion

(ACE) approximation (see next section) .

1.3.5 Other approaches

Several other methods use global statistical models to infer structural contacts in protein

families, all of which share many conceptual similarities with the three DCA flavors described

above.

In [29], an Adaptative Cluster Expansion (ACE) of the Potts model is built and the parameters

inferred by iteratively computing the contributions to the cross entropy of clusters of increasing

size. The authors have shown that ACE inference outperforms other methods (excepted

Boltzmann Machine Learning) when inferring generative models, and performs on par with
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the Pseudo-Likelihood method when benchmarked agains contact prediction. This is generally

achieved with improved computational efficiency compared to a full Boltzmann learning

approach. However, the computational cost of including clusters of increasing size might limit

the applicability of ACE to the analysis of moderately sized protein families.

Several approaches have implicitly built global models using partial correlations [30, 31].

Interestingly, these approaches lead to coupling estimates which have forms very similar to

the Mean-field solution discussed above.

Bayesian networks were successfully used in [32, 33] to account for mediated correlations in

residue coevolution networks.
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2 Molecular chaperones

2.1 Overview of Molecular chaperones

Protein quality control in the cell, also known as proteostasis, consists of multiple regulated

pathways whose goal is to maintain the cellular protein population in a functional state. Under

several stress conditions (heat, chemical or osmotic shocks among others) native proteins

tend to unfold and/or misfiled, potentially leading to cytotoxic aggregates [34]. Furthermore,

the continuous turnover of protein synthesis, degradation and translocation under normal

conditions leads to a sizable proportion of proteins transiently being in non-native state in a

living cell [35].

In order to control the population of non-native proteins, organisms have since long acquired

a large class of proteins known as molecular chaperones. The broad common function of

all chaperones consists in regulating the population of non-native proteins and form the

core machinery of the cell to drive them towards their native states [35], under both stress

and normal conditions. Historically, molecular chaperones were initially observed in the

early seventies in cells responding to heat shock and were thereafter referred to as heat-shock

proteins (Hsps) [36]. However, it has since been recognized that the chaperone function

extends beyond the heat-shock response, and that a sizable fraction of molecular chaperones

are not heat-inducible, thus carrying the name of Hsps for historical reasons.

Molecular chaperones form a complex and dense protein network consisting of multiple

families, which can be broadly categorized in 5 machineries based on the core proteins

molecular weight: Small heat-shock proteins (sHsp), Hsp60, Hsp70, Hsp90 and Hsp100.

These different chaperone machines are involved at several steps of proteostasis, from the

early protection against aggregation of misfolded proteins, to protein folding and assisting

proteolysis at final stages of proteins life cycle. In the complex environment of living cells, most

chaperone families collaborate, forming a complex protein quality control system [37]. Indeed,

a typical proteostasis pathway involves the sequential action of different chaperone families,

where the product of the action of upstream chaperone systems are transferred to downstream

chaperones for further processing [38, 39]. Given the importance of protein quality control
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for cell viability, it is not surprising that most chaperones are present throughout the whole

tree-of-life and make up a large fraction of the dry mass of living cells [40]. This ubiquity of

molecular chaperones results in a generally large number of paralogs (i.e. related proteins

belonging to the same family in an organism).

2.2 The Hsp70 chaperone system

The Hsp70 chaperone family is one of the main components in the proteostasis network. It

is, together with Hsp90, the largest chaperone family, both in terms of number of paralogs

and in terms of abundance in cells [40]. Hsp70s are present in virtually all known organisms,

with numbers of paralogs ranging from a single Hsp70 in some primitive bacteria, to 13 in

H.sapiens.

Hsp70s functionally act both under stress and normal conditions. They have been shown to

be involved in disaggregating potentially cytotoxic protein aggregates [41], assisted folding

and refolding of non-native substrates [42], co-translational folding at the ribosome [43],

sub-cellular transport of newly synthesized polypeptides through membrane pores [44], disas-

sembly of macro-molecular complexes [45] and assisting the assembly of iron-sulfur clusters

[46]. This large functional spectrum is based on the generic ability of Hsp70s to bind to client

substrates in non-native conformations. This is achieved through the recognition by Hsp70 of

typical motifs formed by patches of solvent exposed hydrophobic residues, flanked by regions

enriched in basic residues [47]. These generic characteristic motifs are indicative of substrates

being in non-native conformations. In fact, in a natively-folded protein, hydrophobic residues

tend to be buried in the proteins core, whereas the surface residues are generally enriched in

charged and polar residues [48]. This results in the recognition of substrates by Hsp70 to be

generally unspecific, targeting a broad range of client proteins.

Upon binding, Hsp70s lead to the expansion of the client substrates [49]. Although, the

exact mechanism involved is still a matter of debate, a generally accepted basic principle

of the induced substrate expansion is based on the entropic pulling mechanism [50, 44,

51]. This mechanism is best understood in the illustrative case of the action of Hsp70 in

protein translocation through membrane pores [44]. mtHsp70s, particular members of this

chaperone family, are mitochondrial chaperones located at the exit of the membrane pore

in the mitochondrial matrix. Upon emergence of nascent imported polypeptides at the

pore exit, mtHsp70s bind to their specific binding site motifs and are detached from the

mitochondrial membrane. This leads to an effective increase of the size of the imported

polypeptide, now in complex with attached mtHsp70s. Excluded volume interactions, between

the bulky chaperone near the pore and the membrane, lead to a decrease in conformational

entropy of the polypeptide. This last effect strongly depends on the distance between the

chaperone and the membrane, so that a free energy gradient of entropic origin appears.

Thus, this gives rise to an effective pulling force generated by the binding of the chaperone

to the unfolded protein being translocated. In analogy, the binding of multiple Hsp70s to a
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2.2. The Hsp70 chaperone system

client substrate in non-native conformation can lead to a decrease of entropy, by chaperone-

substrate or chaperone-chaperone excluded volume interactions. The resulting free-energy

gradient again effectively acts as an entropic force, leading to an expansion of the misfolded

substrate. Thus, the entropic pulling mechanism forms an appealing theoretical framework to

explain substrate expansion and macromolecular disassembly induced upon Hsp70 binding

[52].

Structurally, Hsp70s are approximatively 70 kDa proteins, formed by two domains (Fig.2.1).

The nucleotide binding domain (NBD, blue in Fig.2.1) forms a globular domain where ATP

is bound and hydrolyzed, whereas the substrate binding domain (SBD, purple in Fig.2.1),

composed of the α and β sub-domains, interacts with client substrates in a clamp-like fashion.

The two domains are joined by a highly conserved flexible linker [53]. Upon ATP binding

and hydrolysis, the chaperone undergoes a large-scale allosteric conformational change. In

a simplified view, the ATP bound state ("open state") is characterized by the two SBD sub-

domains docked on the NBD and the inter-domain linker forming a β-strand with a sheet

on the NBD [54, 55]. In the ADP bound state ("closed state"), the two domains are detached

and only joined by the undocked flexible linker [56]. This simplified view must however be

considered with care. Indeed, recent experimental results showed that Hsp70s are present in

both the open and closed state when bound either to ATP or ADP, with nucleotide-dependent

relative populations of the two states [57].

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1 – Experimental structures of the E.coli Hsp70 DnaK. Blue: NBD, Cyan: Linker, Purple:
SBD. A ADP bound structure (PDB ID: 2KHO [56]). B ATP bound structure (PDB ID: 4JNE [55]).

The biochemical cycle of Hsp70s is composed of the continuous switching between the

open (ATP-like) and closed (ADP-like) conformations, resulting in alternating binding and

unbinding of client substrates (Fig.2.2). The chaperone substrate binding/unbinding rates

depend on the bound nucleotide, with the ATP-bound conformation displaying 100-1000

faster substrate exchange compared to the ADP-bound conformation [58]. The resulting

Hs70-substrate affinity is thus a subtle interplay between the kinetic rates and the populations

of the chaperone in the different states. It has recently been recognized that the effective

affinity for client substrate is strongly enhanced by the non-equilibrium nature of the ATP-

driven cycle, a phenomena dubbed ultra-affinity [58]. These observations, combined with
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novel experimental evidence in their support, raised central questions on the energetic use

of molecular chaperones targeted at modifying the folding free energy landscape of proteins

[58, 59, 60].

Figure 2.2 – Simplified biochemical cycle of Hsp70. NEF: Nucleotide Exchange Factor, JDP:
J-domain Proteins (Hsp40s). Figure adapted from [53].

In the simplified cycle represented in Fig.2.2, the ATP hydrolysis and nucleotide exchange

are regulated by the interactions of Hsp70s with co-chaperones and client substrates, which

altogether form the Hsp70 chaperone machinery. Particularly, two classes of co-chaperones

are of central interest: J-proteins and nucleotide exchange factors.

2.2.1 J-proteins

Hsp70 have a rather low basal ATP hydrolysis rate (0.02min−1 [61]). J-domain proteins (JDP),

also known as Hsp40s, are a class of co-chaperones which have been shown to stimulate the

ATP hydrolysis rate of Hsp70s [62, 63]. Hsp40s form a very broad class of proteins, generally

present in large numbers of paralogs in higher eukaryotes [64]. Their common structural

feature is the presence of a highly conserved J-domain, which is thought to be the main

interacting domain with Hsp70s [65, 66, 67, 68]. Beyond the presence of the J-domain, which

de facto defines the family, Hsp40s display large variability in the architecture of their other

domains. This heterogeneity is a hallmark of the functional differentiation of this family.

Indeed, our current knowledge is based on Hsp40s being the specificity determinants of

Hsp70s function, by targeting Hsp70s towards the cellular location where they are required.

This targeting can be of geographic origin (e.g. the localization of mtHsp70s at the exit of

membrane pores, through their interaction with membrane anchored Hsp40s) or of more

functional nature, as exemplified in the recruitment of Hsp70s by substrate-bound Hsp40s

[64].

A canonical classification, based on the architecture of the C-terminal domains of Hsp40s

has been proposed by Kampinga et al. [69, 64]. Class A and B Hsp40s are characterized
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2.2. The Hsp70 chaperone system

by a conserved C-terminal domain architecture, which is composed of two repeats of C-

terminal substrate binding domains (CTD I & II), connected to the N-terminal J-domain

through a glycine-phenanaline rich region (G/F region). The main difference between class A

and B Hsp40s is the additional presence of a zinc-finger domain between the J-domain and

the G/F region in class A J-proteins, the exact function of which is still unclear [70]. These

canonical Hsp40s are known to form constituent homo-dimers through a short dimerization

domain located at the extreme C-terminus. Functionally, class A and B Hsp40s act as substrate

recruiters for Hsp70s. They bind Hsp70 substrates through their multiple CTDs, which they

then deliver to the main chaperone, by direct interaction through the J-domain [71]. The

transient formation of Hsp70-Hsp40-substrate complexes, and the induced effect on the cycle

of Hsp70 are still only marginally understood, both at the structural and functional level (see

chapter 4).

Unlike the canonical class A and B Hsp40s, class C J-proteins are not characterized by any

particular architectural features of their C-domain [64]. Beyond the presence of the J-domain,

no evolutionary conserved domains cover all class C Hsp40s. Functionally, members of this

class possess several different roles, among which the recruitment of Hsp70s at membrane

pore exits (Tim44 in the mitochondrion, Sec63 in the ER-lumen [72]) or the interaction with

specific Hsp70 substrates in specialized pathways, such as in the bacterial HscA/HscB system,

which are particular Hsp70/40 members specialized in the Iron-Sulfur assembly pathway [73]

(see chapter 6).

2.2.2 Nucleotide Exchange Factors

Upon ATP hydrolysis to ADP by Hsp70, the spontaneous release of ADP towards an apo state

is a slow process [74, 75, 76]. Nucleotide Exchange Factors (NEF) are a class of functionally

related proteins which stimulate the release of ADP from the NBD, thus allowing new ATP to

be loaded and the cycle to complete. In contrast to Hsp40, which are phylogenetically well

defined by the presence of the J-domain, proteins belonging to multiple unrelated families

are known to act as NEFs for different Hsp70s, thus defining NEFs only through a functional

relationship [76]. In bacterial organisms, one main family of NEFs is known, GrpE, which has

homolog members in eukaryotic mitochondria and chloroplasts. In contrasts, in eukaryotic

cytosol and ER, three unrelated NEF families are present, Hsp110 (Grp170), HspBP1 (Sil1) and

BAG-domains. These different families are further composed of multiple paralogs which act

as NEFs for several different Hsp70s [76]. Interestingly, Hsp110 are a sub-family which share a

phylogenetic origin with Hsp70 [77], and experimental evidence suggests that Hsp110s might

have an intrinsic chaperoning activity beyond their NEF function [78]. In addition to NEFs,

eukaryotes also possess proteins with antagonist nucleotide exchange effects. In particular,

proteins belonging to the Hip family have been shown to inhibit the Hsp70 release of ADP, by

a competitive binding with Hsp70 on a similar interface as NEFs [79].
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3 Coevolutionary analysis of the Hsp70
family

The main results presented in this chapter have been published in [80]. The majority of the

figures presented in this chapter are directly reproduced from the published article, in accordance

with the Creative Commons Attribution License used by PLOS.

3.1 Introduction

We start our coevolutionary study of the Hsp70 system by an analysis of the isolated Hsp70

protein. The availability of high-resolution experimental structures for both the ADP- and

ATP-bound conformations allows a detailed comparison of DCA predictions with experimental

ground-truth and will serve as a baseline benchmark for subsequent coevolutionary analysis.

An interesting feature of Hsp70s is that they present a large set of mutually exclusive contacts

in the two main conformations. As seen in Fig.3.1, the α and β sub-domains of the SBD

form two separated sets of contacts with the NBD in the ATP-bound conformation, while

they directly interact in the ADP-bound conformation, forming a closed clamp-like domain.

We can also observe some smaller differences in the intra-NBD contacts between the two

conformations, reflecting the subtle conformational rearrangements of the NBD upon ATP

hydrolysis to ADP.

While a large amount of experimental data on the Hsp70 system is available, comparatively lit-

tle has been analyzed from a sequence perspective. In this chapter, we will investigate whether

statistical sequence analysis can bring new insights into this molecular machine. Several

questions will be addressed: Are residues involved in the large scale allosteric transformation

of this chaperone detected by DCA and is the coevolutionary signal concentrated on a small

subset of the interface? Are there coevolutionary signals of higher order macro-molecular

assemblies in the Hsp70 family? Can we modify the canonical DCA procedure to highlight the

phylogenetic origin of particular sets of predicted contacts? These questions will serve as a

guideline throughout this chapter, which is aimed at presenting a complete coevolutionary

analysis, from the dataset preparation to the biological interpretation of the results.
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A B C
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SBD-α

SBD-β

NBD SBD-αSBD-β

NBD

SBD-β
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Figure 3.1 – Multiple conformations of E.coli DnaK and their contact maps. The three sub-
domains are denoted as: NBD: Nucleotide Binding Domain, SBD-α: Substrate Binding Do-
main (α helical sub-domain), SBD-β: Substrate Binding Domain (β-sheet sub-domain) A
ATP-bound structure [55]. B Contact maps of the two conformations and their overlap. Con-
tacts are defined as pairs of residues having at least one pair of heavy atoms separated by less
than 8.5 Å. Blue: Contacts only in ATP structure, Red: Contacts only in ADP structure, Purple:
Contacts present in both ADP and ATP structures. Dashed lines depict the limits of the three
domains. C ATP-bound structure [56]. Figure adapted from [80].

3.2 Dataset preparation

Given the wide phylogenetic distribution and large number of paralogs in this family, the

overall number of available sequences should be large, thus making Hsp70 an excellent

candidate for DCA. We will hereafter describe in detail the sequence extraction protocol used

to build the Hsp70 family MSA.

An initial small set of Hsp70 sequences (seed) was built, starting with the PFAM seed of the

Hsp70 family [81]. The seed was manually enriched and curated to cover a broad taxonomic

distribution of organisms. The seed was then aligned using the MAFFT software package

[82] using default parameters. To search the Uniprot database containing publicly available

protein sequences [9], we used the HMMER software package, which is based on constructing

a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) of the protein family [83]. We thus used the hmmbuild

utility of this package to build an HMM of the Hsp70 family based on the aligned seed,

resulting in a model defining 624 residue positions of the Hsp70 family. The hmmsearch utility

was then used to search the complete Uniprot database (union of the Uniprot TrEMBL and

Swissprot databases, release 2014_04), using the default inclusion threshold of the HMMER

package, resulting in a raw MSA of the Hsp70 family. This MSA was then filtered, discarding all

sequences containing more than 25% of gaps. Finally, we pruned the resulting MSA, keeping

only sequences having at most 90% sequence identity using the hhblits utility. This identity

filtering is a similar alternative to the reweighting scheme presented in Sec. 1.2.4 and aims to

reduce the phylogenetic bias in the dataset. This protocol resulted in an MSA of width N = 624

of the Hsp70 family containing B = 3708 sequences with a uniformly covered phylogenetic
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distribution (1562 Eukaryotes, 1982 Bacteria).

3.3 Direct-Coupling Analysis of the Hsp70 family

We performed DCA using the symmetric version of the pseudo-likelihood approximation as

described above on the Hsp70 family MSA and ranked the predicted contacts according to

their APC-corrected Frobenius norm scores ( see Sec.1.2.2 and Sec.1.3.3). In all the subsequent

analysis, DCA predictions were only performed on residue pairs with distances along the

sequence of at least 5. In fact, local coevolving pairs separated by less than five residues along

the chain pertain mostly to trivial local structural elements and are not particularly informative

of the global tertiary structure [15]. In order to compare the DCA predictions with the ground

truth of the experimental structures, we defined residue pairs as being in contact if at least

one pair of heavy-atoms was separated by less than 8.5 Å in the experimental structures. This

binary definition of structural contacts allows to quantitatively assess the quality of the DCA

prediction, by measuring the precision of the prediction (also called True Positive Ratio (TP)),

defined as the fraction of correctly predicted contacts.

The DCA results benchmarked against both the ATP- and ADP-bound structures showed

overall very high quality predictions (see Fig.3.2), and were uniformly distributed over the

contact map. Among the N = 624 top ranked DCA predictions, 502 (resp. 504) corresponded to

structural contacts in the ATP-bound (resp. ADP-bound) experimental structures, correspond-

ing to precisions of 80% (resp. 81%). If the predictions were benchmarked against the union of

the two structural contact maps (defined as the joint set of contacts in either of the two con-

formations), the precision significantly improved to 86%. This indicated that approximately

5% of the DCA predictions were exclusively present in either one of both conformations, thus

involving residues participating in the allosteric transition. We hereafter refer to such pairs

as allosteric contacts. The inspection of the predicted contact maps (Fig.3.3A,C) highlighted

that a substantial fraction of DCA predictions not coinciding with structural contacts lied in

very close proximity of native contacts. Such minor discrepancies could easily be explained by

thermal fluctuations around the native state, minor structural variations between homolog

structures or experimental artifacts induced by the crystallization procedure [84]. This moti-

vated us to associate to each predicted contact a score representing the length of the shortest

path (SP) between the two residues, computed with respect to the experimental structures. In

practice, the binary contact map associated to a structure defines an unweighted undirected

graph, for which we computed the shortest path between any two pairs of residues. This score

allowed to give a topological measure of the "wrongness" of a predicted contact, in the sense

that it measured the minimal number of native contacts over which a coevolutionary signal

should be mediated to explain the observed prediction. By construction, native contact have

SP=1, while predictions directly adjacent to native contacts have SP=2 and so on. Applied to

the Hsp70 case, we observed that the DCA predictions (Fig.3.3E) were mostly concentrated at

low SP values. We argue that the minor discrepancies discussed above could easily be compat-

ible with most DCA predictions at SP 2-3. Indeed, if considering contacts at SP=2 as correct,
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Figure 3.2 – Precision of DCA predictions on the Hsp70 family, for both the ATP- and ADP-
bound structures. Union denotes the joint set formed by contacts present in either the ATP- or
ADP-bound conformation. Figure adapted from [80].

the precision of the N top ranked predictions on the union of ATP and ADP contact maps

increased to a striking 95%. The SP analysis clearly highlighted the prediction of allosteric

contacts (Fig.3.3E). Indeed, when the SP distributions were computed over the union of the

contact maps of both conformations, a small but significant shift of the SP towards lower

values occurred. This effect was visually confirmed in the contact maps (Fig.3.3A,C), where

we observed a set of coevolving contacts in the NBD - SBD interface having SP>4 in the ADP

conformation but SP=1-2 in the ATP state. Conversely, we identified a set of predicted contacts

with SP>6 in the SBD-α - SBD-β interface in the ATP state, while these contacts satisfied SP=1

in the ADP conformation. These results illustrate that DCA not only predicts overall common

structural features of the Hsp70 chaperones, but also extracts information about multiple

conformations, separated by large-scale structural transitions, and allows the quantification

of the important contacts differentially involved in multiple conformations.

3.4 Hsp70 Homo-Dimerization

The high quality results obtained on the Hsp70 monomer in both ATP- and ADP-bound

conformation sparked the curiosity to investigate the origin of the apparently incorrectly

predicted contacts. In the ATP/ADP union map (Fig.3.3B), the major source of false-positive

predictions (SP>9) were located in the NBD-SBD interaction region. Inspection of the crystal

structure of the ATP-bound conformation (PDB ID: 4JNE [55]) revealed that the unit cell

contained a symmetrical arrangement of two Hsp70 monomers. The comparison of the DCA

predictions with a contact map formed by the union of the ATP and ADP structures, and

incorporating these homo-dimeric contacts, revealed a quasi-perfect overlap between the
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Figure 3.3 – DCA predictions of multiple Hsp70 conformations. A-C Lower triangular parts:
Structural contact maps, defined using a contact threshold of 8.5 Å. Upper triangular parts: top
N DCA predicted contacts (excluding contacts involving residue pairs separated by less than
five residues along the chain). The DCA predictions are colored according to their Shortest
Path length. A) ATP conformation, B) Union of ATP+ADP conformation, C) ADP conformation.
D,F 8 strongest allosteric predicted contacts in ATP (D) and ADP (F) conformations. Correct
(resp. false) contacts are depicted with green (resp. red) lines. E Histograms of shortest path
lengths for the top N predicted contacts in the 3 cases. Figure adapted from [80].

set of strongly outlying predictions and the dimeric interface formed in the crystal structure

(Fig.3.4A). This was strikingly visible in the shift towards lower values of the SP distribution

(Fig.3.4B, compare to Fig.3.3E). This analysis revealed the presence of six strongly coevolving

residue pairs in the Hsp70 homo-dimeric interface. Four of these involved the docking of

the SBD of one monomer onto the NBD of the other (Fig.3.4C), while the remaining two

predictions were located at the dimeric NBD-NBD interface (Fig.3.4D).

Given the low number of dimeric predicted contacts, a precise statistical significance test of

these findings was necessary to assert their biological relevance. In this context, a valuable

statistical test is given by Fisher’s exact test. This consists in evaluating the P-value under a

random null model, i.e. the probability of observing six such contacts in the crystal dimer

interface, given the number of predictions and the number of crystal dimeric contacts. We

thus built a null model consisting in randomly distributing the N DCA predictions among all

possible M = N (N−1)
2 pairs and evaluating the probability that among these N predictions, k
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would fall in the dimeric interface consisting of the K contacts observed in the crystal structure.

The sought probability was given by a hyper-geometric distribution

p(N ,k, M ,K )=
(K

M

)(M−K
N−k

)
(M

N

) (3.1)

for which the P-value was then defined as the probability of observing an effect of greater or

equal amplitude under the null hypothesis. In this case, we evaluated the one-tailed P-value,

given by

P =
N∑

k ′=k
p(N ,k ′, M ,K ) (3.2)

Evaluating 3.2 with N = 624 total predictions, k = 6 dimeric predictions, K = 241 dimeric

contacts in the crystal and M = N (N−1)
2 the total number of possible contacts resulted in

P = 1.44 ·10−4. This low P-value underlined the statistical significance of the six predicted

dimeric contacts. Hence the homo-dimeric arrangement has an evolutionarily conserved

interface, hinting at a functional role played by the oligomeric form of Hsp70.
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Figure 3.4 – Hsp70 homo-dimeric DCA predictions. A DCA predictions compared to the union
of ATP and ADP contact maps, including homo-dimeric contacts observed in the crystal struc-
ture [55]. Lower triangular part: Structural contact maps, defined using a contact threshold
of 8.5 Å. Upper triangular part top N DCA predicted contacts (excluding contacts involving
residue pairs separated by less than five residues along the chain). The DCA predictions are col-
ored according to their SP length. B Histogram of SP lengths for the top N predicted contacts
in the Union+Dimer contact map. C-D Structural views of the homo-dimeric arrangement as
observed in the crystal structure (PDB ID:4JNE, [55]) and the six DCA predicted oligomeric
contacts. The domains of the two Hsp70 monomers are shaded differently (Dark tones:NBD,
light tones: SBD). C Highlights the NBD-NBD contacts, while D shows the NBD-SBD contacts.
Figure adapted from [80].
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As discussed in Chapter 2, Hsp110 are remote homologs of Hsp70 which can act as nucleotide

exchange factors in the biochemical cycle of Hsp70. It is known that Hsp110 form heterodimers

with Hsp70, inducing an opening of the NBD resulting in the facilitated release of ADP [85].

Given the similarities between the homo-dimeric arrangement observed in the crystal struc-

tures of ATP-bound E. coli DnaK (PDB ID: 4JNE) and the Hsp70-Hsp110 heterodimer structure

(PDB ID: 3C7N), it could be argued that the presence of Hsp110 sequences in the MSA could

introduce spurious traces of the oligomeric state in DCA predictions. To verify whether this

was the case, we repeated the DCA analysis on a reduced set, containing only sequences explic-

itly bearing canonical Hsp70 gene names (hspa1a, hspa1b, hsp70, ssa1 and DnaK, extracted

from the Uniprot database), resulting in 1781 sequences. Note that this does not imply that

only 1781 of the original 3708 sequences were canonical Hsp70s. Indeed, we here relied on the

gene name annotations of Uniprot, which are approximate at best, particularly in the case of

automatically annotated sequences. Although this resulted in an overall decreased prediction

quality due to a decreased number of sequences available to infer the model (Fig.3.5), the six

previously predicted dimeric contacts were still predicted among the top N ranked contacts.

Furthermore, an additional dimeric prediction appeared in the top N ranked DCA contacts,

strongly supporting that the predicted homo-dimerization pattern is coevolutionarily con-

served and thus functional in canonical Hsp70 chaperones and not a consequence of the

presence of Hsp110 sequences in the dataset.

Figure 3.5 – DCA predictions restricted to canonically tagged Hsp70. Lower triangular parts:
Structural contact maps, defined using a contact threshold of 8.5 Å. Upper triangular part top
N DCA predicted contacts (excluding contacts involving residue pairs separated by less than
five residues along the chain). The DCA predictions are colored according to their SP length.
Figure adapted from [80].

To further characterize the phylogenetic distribution of this oligomeric form, we investigated

the taxonomic origin of the coevolutionary signal in the dimeric predictions. To this aim, we

started by investigating which phylogenetic groups were responsible for the most variation in

the Hsp70 MSA. This can efficiently be highlighted by Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
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[86], which consists in projecting sequences onto the low-dimensional subspace conserving

the highest fraction of variance. It can easily be shown that this maximum-variance subspace

is spanned by the eigenvectors of the positional covariance matrix of the sequences associated

to the largest eigenvalues, named principal components. Projecting the Hsp70 sequences onto

the first two principal components and tagging the sequences as either bacterial, eukaryotic

or archaeal highlighted a number of interesting features (Fig.3.6A). First, the main source

of variation in the dataset (variation along the first principal axis, PCA 1) was generated by

the divergence of bacteria and eukaryotes, as seen in the large separation between the main

eukaryotic and bacterial clusters in Fig.3.6A. Close inspection of the eukaryotic sequences

lying in the bacterial region (blue dots in the left part of Fig.3.6A) revealed that these eukaryotic

Hsp70s were mainly found in mitochondria and chloroplasts. The close proximity of organellar

sequences to bacterial sequences is in agreement with the probable bacterial origin of these

organelles [87, 88]. Second, the two dense clusters of sequences at the top of Fig.3.6A were

strongly enriched in Hsp110 for the eukaryotic cluster (top-left, green sequences) and in HscA

(top-right, blue sequences). HscA are specialized bacterial Hsp70s, involved in the iron-sulfur

cluster pathway (see Chapter 6). These have the particularity of having putatively a single client

substrate (the scaffolding protein IscU) and only interact with a single Hsp40 cochaperone

(HscB). Interestingly, eukaryotic homologs of HscA, which are present in mitochondria, did

not appear to form a well defined cluster in the PCA subspace, as was the case for HscA (at

least not at the level of the first couple of principal components). This phylogenetic splitting

between HscA and their eukaryotic homologs, the latter seemingly closer to other bacterial

Hsp70s, currently remains an unexplained curiosity. Thus, PCA of the Hsp70 family not only

highlights phylogenetic divergences such as the bacterial-eukaryotic split, but also indicates

which functional divergences of sub-families carry most variation in sequence space, naturally

complementing the contact-level analysis allowed by DCA.

Having identified the bacteria-eukaryotic split as the main source of variation in the Hsp70

MSA, we investigated whether the coevolutionarily conserved homo-dimeric arrangement

was differentially conserved in these two kingdoms. To this aim, we introduced artificial

relative sequence weights in the Pseudo-likelihood DCA method, which allowed to control

the relative importance of sequences belonging to bacteria or eukaryotes. We repeated the

DCA analysis varying the normalized weight ωE in a range of [0.3−0.7] which ensured a high

precision of the top N = 624 predictions (Fig.3.6B bottom). Note that the extreme cases ωE = 0

and ωE = 1 correspond to performing DCA on subsets of sequences containing only Bacterial,

resp. Eukaryotic sequences. Going to these extreme cases however strongly increased the

error rate as the number of sequences decreased approximately by half. For each value of ωE

we recorded the normalized DCA score of the dimeric predictions, defined as

SDi m

STot
=

〈SDi mer
i j 〉

Di mer

〈S All
i j 〉

All

(3.3)

where Si j denotes the APC corrected Frobenius norm score of contact i , j . Note that 〈SDi mer
i j 〉

Di mer
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A B

Figure 3.6 – A PCA of the Hsp70 family. Each dot represents a sequence projected onto
the first two principal components and is colored according to their phylogenetic clade. B
Top: Normalized dimer score versus relative reweighting. Low values of ωE correspond to
giving more weight to bacterial sequences. Bottom: Precision computed over the top N DCA
predictions versus relative reweighting. The red dots correspond to the original case where no
relative weights are introduced. Figure adapted from [80].

is averaged only over the scores appearing on the 6 originally predicted dimeric contacts,

whereas 〈S All
i j 〉

All
is averaged over the top N predicted DCA contacts. The trend of the normal-

ized dimer score (Fig.3.6B, top) indicated that the phylogenetic origin of the dimeric signal

stemmed from bacterial sequences. This was further confirmed by repeating the DCA analysis

on separate bacterial and eukaryotic sub-sets (corresponding to ωE = 0 and ωE = 1). While the

noise level was to high to reliably exploit contact information, all six dimeric contacts were

predicted in the bacterial sub-set, whereas none was predicted using the eukaryotic subset.

This phylogenetic analysis of the HSP70 homo-dimerization interaction thus revealed that

its origin lies in bacterial sequences. While the biological function of this arrangement can

not readily be deduced from this analysis, the structural and phylogenetic results obtained

here allow to propose several biological hypotheses which will need further experimental and

theoretical investigations (see Discussions below).

3.5 Experimental evidence of Hsp70 homo-dimerization

Several experimental studies observed the presence of Hsp70 dimers and higher order oligomers.

As the majority of these studies were performed in vitro, no clear functional role could be

assigned to the dimeric form of Hsp70s. Of particular interest are three recent studies. In

[89], the authors showed that a small population of DnaK dimers are present at physiological

concentrations. They mutated two residues on the NBD-SBD interface to cysteines (A303C,

H541C) in order to monitor the formation of homo-dimeric arrangements and found a clear
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dimerization signal in the presence of ATP. Interestingly, their double mutations fall in close

vicinity to one of the six coevolutionarily conserved interface contacts predicted by DCA

(E306-H541). They further tested both in vitro and in vivo the functional relevance of the

dimer formation by mutating five residues at the dimer interface (one at a time, G28A, R56A,

T301A, N537A, D540A) and observed a growth defect at 37 ◦, while neither the ATPase activ-

ity, nor the substrate binding activity was strongly affected by these mutations. It is again

interesting to note that their five mutations lie extremely close to residues involved in the six

DCA predicted dimer-contacts (Q277-Q534, E306-H541, D129-K363, E310-K548, A30-A276,

Q178-V533). Their most intriguing finding was significantly reduced interactions of the dimer-

defective mutants with Hsp40 co-chaperones (Fig.3.7A). In [90], authors of the same group

showed that the chaperoning function in vitro is compromised for cysteine cross-linked DnaK

dimers (Fig.3.7B). They furthermore noted that while the non dimer forming DnaK mutants

have reduced interactions with Hsp40 co-chaperones, forcing DnaK to continuously be in a

dimeric form through cysteine cross-linking completely abolished the chaperoning activity of

DnaK. Interestingly, the authors in [91] showed that the human heat inducible Hsp70 (hspA1A)

also formed dimers in vitro and showed by analysis of truncated Hsp70 that the C-terminal

part is involved in the dimerization. This last observation hints at a more complex role played

by the homo-dimeric form, which might still be present in a subset of eukaryotic Hsp70s.

Figure 3.7 – A Point alanine mutations in the dimer interface strongly decrease the interactions
with Hsp40 co-chaperones. The vertical axis indicates the Surface Plasmon Resonance signal
with DnaJ immobilized to the sensor chip. Figure adapted from [90]. B Chaperone activity of
the dimer-defect DnaK mutant (303/541(dimer), blue) is strongly reduced compared to wild
type DnaK (WT, black). The vertical axis indicates the fraction of recovered luciferase after
denaturation by heat-shock. Figure adapted from [89].

3.6 Discussion

The coevolutionary analysis of the Hsp70 family revealed several interesting features. First,

mutually exclusive contacts resulting from a large scale transformation are fully encoded

in the sequence co-variations, and can be easily detected by DCA. Although at the time

our analysis, traces of multiple conformations in DCA analysis had be observed [15], the

analysis of Hsp70 displayed the ability of DCA to detect tertiary rearrangements on a very-

large scale. A natural question emerges in this context: Given that contacts pertaining to
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multiple conformations are encoded in the DCA predicted contact maps, is it possible to

predict the presence of multiple conformational states from sequence data alone? This broad

question is of high experimental interest, as the determination of dynamically populated states

remains experimentally complicated. In this work, we relied on the knowledge of two known

Hsp70 conformers to investigate the allosteric contacts and dimeric contacts. In general,

if one conformation is known, contacts formed in an alternative form can be detected by

analyzing the differences between the experimental and predicted contacts maps [92]. In

the absence of such a-priori knowledge, the classification of contacts belonging to different

conformations remains however an unresolved task, which calls for new methodological

developments. Whether the detection and prediction of multiple conformers based solely on

a predicted contact map is possible, without the explicit construction of a three-dimensional

structural model, is a topic of current interest.

The coevolutionarily conserved dimeric complex of Hsp70 predicted by DCA is a strong

indication of the physiological relevance of such an arrangement. While this fact had been

partially observed experimentally, sequence coevolution gives an orthogonal insight into the

functional necessity of the oligomeric form. DCA is based on extracting the inter-residue

contacts that bear the strongest evolutionary pressure. During evolution, there has thus been

a strong pressure to preserve the formation of the Hsp70 homo-dimer, clearly indicating that

it bears a functional importance for the survival of organisms. While powerful for predicting

structural contacts and highlighting their biological importance, coevolutionary analysis does

not give direct insight into the functional role of the predicted interactions. It is however

a valuable tool that allows to draw functional hypothesis. In the case of the Hsp70 homo-

dimerization, we hypothesize two possibly complementary functions: In the first place, the

homo-dimerization of Hsp70 increases the local concentration of chaperones. Given that in

general multiple Hsp70s bind to a substrate protein [49], this co-localization could increase

the efficiency with which Hsp70s can quickly target substrates in non-native states. Secondly,

the similarities in the binding interface with the Hsp70-Hsp110 heterodimer leads to a second

hypothesis. As Hsp110 are remote eukaryotic Hsp70 homologs, which appeared later in

evolution, and act as nucleotide exchange factors in eukaryotic Hsp70 cycles, we hypothesize

that the emergence of Hsp110 as NEFs could be a specialization of pre-existing Hsp70 which

already formed homo-dimers. Thus, the Hsp70-Hsp110 interactions would be based on the

template of Hsp70-Hsp70 interactions, already present in bacteria. Given that bacteria have

a general pressure for maintaining a smaller genome size compared to eukaryotes [93, 94],

eukaryotes could have had the opportunity to acquire specialized members of Hsp70 acting

(among other functions [78]) as more efficient NEFs, while bacteria might have relied on

homo-dimerization for a rudimentary NEF function. This scenario is fully compatible with the

observation of some eukaryotic Hsp70s still bearing signs of homo-dimerization [91]. Note

that the presence of other NEFs found in bacteria, notably GrpE [95], does not preclude this

scenario, as either multiple different NEF actors could be involved in the Hsp70 cycle, or later

addition of GrpE like proteins could have appeared in some bacterial clades.
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4 Hsp70-Hsp40 interactions

The main results presented in this chapter have been published in [68]. The majority of the

figures presented in this chapter are directly reproduced from the published article, in accordance

with the Creative Commons Attribution License used by eLife.

4.1 Introduction

Hsp70 forms the core of the chaperones machinery, however its function in vivo is strongly

dependent on interactions with partner co-chaperones. Of particular importance is the inter-

action of Hsp70s with J-domain containing proteins, also called Hsp40s (see Chapter 2). In

fact, Hsp70s have very low basal ATP hydrolysis rates (0.02min−1 [61]). The first known role

played by the Hsp40-Hsp70 interaction is the stimulation of Hsp70s ATPase activity (10-200

fold increase [61]), thus actively promoting the functional cycling of the Hsp70 chaperone.

Furthermore, canonical Hsp40s, such as DnaJA2 and DnaJB1 in H. sapiens, drive the sub-

strate specificity of Hsp70s, by binding candidate substrates and delivering them to Hsp70s,

effectively targeting Hsp70 to specific substrates [64]. Interestingly, the concomitant binding

to substrate proteins and to Hsp40s synergistically increases the ATPase activity of Hsp70s,

largely exceeding the ATPase stimulation predicted by the product of the stimuli of isolated

J-domains or substrates [96]. Additionally, Hsp40s can promote specific localization of Hsp70s

towards particular cellular locations. This is observed in specific members of the Hsp40 family,

which bind to particular cellular locations where Hsp70 are required. Examples include the

yeast scHlj1, an Hsp40 bound to the cytosolic side of the endoplasmic reticulum which recruits

cytosolic Hsp70s to assist in protein degradation at the ER exit [97] or human DnaJC2 which

recruits the cytosolic Hsc70 (a constitutive human Hsp70 paralog) to the ribosome, forming a

machinery that assists the co-translational folding of nascent protein chains [98, 99].

All these versatile functions are supported by the interaction of Hsp70 with the J-domain of

Hsp40s. This approximatively 70 residue long domain, which de facto defines the Hsp40 family,

is the common structural element present in all Hsp40s. Whereas there is a large variation

in the architecture of other domains of Hsp40s, the J-domain presents high sequence and
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structural conservation among Hsp40 homologs [64]. Structurally, the J-domain is composed

of a packing of four alpha helices (denoted I - IV) in a well defined tertiary structure (Fig.4.1

and Chapter 2). The central importance of the Hsp40-Hsp70 interaction in the chaperones

biochemical cycle has long been recognized, and a substantial amount of experimental studies

have appeared over the last decades. However, despite the considerable experimental efforts

targeted at characterizing the nature of this transient complex, several crucial questions at

multiple levels of details remain open. At the molecular level, is there a unified structural

model of the Hsp40-Hsp70 interactions, compatible with all major experimental evidence?

Can we characterize the dynamical nature of this transient interaction? At an organizational

level, what are the specificity determinants and the interaction networks for organisms with a

high number of Hsp40/Hsp70 paralogs? At a functional level, how can a structural model of

the interaction shed light on the role played by the J-domain?

A B

J-domain

CTD I

CTD II

Dimerization domain

II

III
I

IV

HPD 

Figure 4.1 – Structural organization of canonical J-proteins. A Domain architecture of a
canonical (class B) J-protein of T. thermophilus (PDB ID: 4J80). The two protomers forming
the symmetric dimer are depicted in different shades of blue. B Close-up view of the J-domain
of panel A. The four helices and the conserved HPD tripeptide locations are highlighted.

In this chapter, we will address several of these questions through the combined use of coevo-

lutionary analysis, coarse grained modeling and atomistic simulations, after briefly reviewing

the available experimental data and models of the Hsp40-Hsp70 interaction. The coarse-

grained simulations discussed in Sec. 4.5 were performed in collaboration with G.Hummer

and A. Jost-Lopez in Frankfurt.

4.2 Experimental models of the Hsp40-Hsp70 interaction

Given the central role played by the interaction with Hsp40 in the Hsp70 cycle, many experi-

mental projects have focused on characterizing the complex. Multiple studies have highlighted

the irrefutable necessary presence of the J-domain for a functional interaction with Hsp70s
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[100, 101, 65, 102]. Greene and coworkers first determined by NMR spectroscopy that helix

II and the HPD motif of the J-domain were directly involved in the interaction with Hsp70,

focusing on the bacterial DnaK-DnaJ system (resp. Hsp70 and Hsp40 homologs in E.coli)

[101]. More specifically, the authors of [65] have identified an intriguing double mutation

in the interaction between DnaK and DnaJ: While the R167H mutation on the DnaK NBD

resulted in growth defects at 42◦, they observed that the simultaneous mutation D35N in

the DnaJ J-domain restored growth under heat-shock to normal levels. Furthermore, sur-

face plasmon resonance (SPR) analysis confirmed the lack of strong interactions between

wtDnaK and DnaJD35N and between wtDnaJ and DnaKR167H, while SPR clearly showed

strong interactions between DnaJD35N and DnaKR167H. Interestingly, the D35H mutation

on the J-domain lies in the highly conserved 33HPD35 tripeptide present in the vast majority

of J-domains. This observation thus highlighted the central role played by the Hsp70 NBD

and the HPD motif of the J-domain in the interaction. Later NMR studies of the DnaK-DnaJ

system in the presence of ADP however detected no direct involvement of the HPD motif in

the interaction [67]. This observation was supported by the use of paramagnetic resonance

relaxation enhancement measurements, showing no NMR signal originating from the HPD

motif of DnaJ. The authors further noted the highly dynamic nature of the interaction.

In contrast to the large amount of biochemical data, only little structural models have been

obtained for the complex. This is most likely due to the dynamic nature of the interface, the

transient low affinity interaction (KD ≈ 16μM [67]) and the continuous switching between

multiple conformations of the Hsp70 chaperone. To date a single high-resolution structural

model of the complex has been deposited [66]. Based on the R167H-D35N mutation described

above, the authors built a disulphide cross-linked complex of bovine Hsc70 and Auxillin (a

member of the Hsp40 family), by mutating these two residues to cysteines forming a cross-link.

In their crystallographic structure, the HPD motif and helix III of the Auxilin J-domain appear

to be the main interacting segments. The authors also noted that the ATPase rate of the

cross-linked complex was substantially higher than for the wild type interaction, provided the

construct was composed of the NBD and the inter-domain linker. A linker truncated version

of the complex displayed wild type basal ATPase rates and no significant stimulation upon

addition of the J-domain. The differences observed between the crystallographic structure of

the bovine Hsc70/Auxilin complex and NMR data on the bacterial DnaK/DnaJ system might

have several origins: The nature of the bound nucleotide might modify the binding interface

of the complex, the crystallization and/or disulphide cross-linking procedure might have

introduced artifacts or trapped the complex in a sparsely populated conformation, or there

might be a genuinely different binding interface in bacterial and eukaryotic systems [103, 104].

4.3 Extending DCA for protein-protein interactions

Our first approach to characterize the Hsp40-Hsp70 interaction was based on the analysis of

coevolving residue pairs across the interaction interface. The extension of DCA to inter-protein

contacts prediction is in principle straightforward. For two interacting protein families A and
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B, if knowledge of which pairs of proteins A and B interact specifically is available, a paired

MSA can be constructed by simply concatenating the pairs of interacting sequences. This

concatenated MSA can then be analyzed by DCA and strongly conserved inter-protein contacts

identified in the relevant quadrant of the predicted contact map [14, 105, 106] (Fig.4.2).

Figure 4.2 – Principle of DCA applied to protein-protein interactions. Pairs of interacting
proteins are stitched and DCA is performed on the concatenated MSA. Coevolving inter-
protein contacts can be identified in the relevant quadrant of the predicted contact map and
further analyzed. Figure adapted from [105].

The a-priori knowledge of interacting pairs of protein sequences however puts a very strong

constraint on the application of DCA to predict protein-protein interactions. This is particu-

larly the case when numerous paralogs are present in organisms for both families A and B, and

potentially cross-talk can occur [22]. Several approaches have been proposed to tackle this

question. In the simplest case where no paralogs are present (i.e. all organisms have a single

copy of proteins A and B), the matching is trivial. This allowed the study of coevolving inter-

protein contacts for example in the large and small subunits of the ribosome [106, 107]. For the

matching of bacterial sequences, one can exploit the operon structure of interacting genes. In

operons, sets of interacting genes are adjacently co-localized and can be co-expressed through

the transcription of the complete operon. The genomic proximity of two genes encoding for

proteins in families A and B can thus be an excellent indicator of the putative interactions of

the gene products in bacteria, thus allowing the discrimination of interacting paralogs. This

gene-proximity strategy has been successfully used to pair sequences in bacterial organisms

[106, 107, 105].

More recently, two new approaches have emerged that self-consistently employ DCA to si-

multaneously find the near-optimal paralog matching and extract coevolving residue pairs

between interacting protein families [108, 109]. Both methods are based upon iteratively build-

ing a concatenated MSA, such as to implicitly maximize the coevolutionary signal measured

on the protein-protein interface. Both authors start from an initial concatenated MSA and in-

fer the Potts hamiltonian through mean-field DCA (gaussian DCA for [109]). The concatenated

MSA of the next iteration is built by selecting the pairs of sequences to be matched based on

the inter-protein part of the interaction energy as computed by the current Hamiltonian. The

two methods differ in the selection criterion controlling which sequences will be added to

the MSA of the next iteration. The Progressive Paralog Matching (PPM) method introduced

in [109] uses a linear programming approach to find the organism-specific optimal paralog

matching such as to maximize the log-likelihood of the matching. In [108], the Iterative Paralog
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Algorithm (IPA) uses a gap criterion to score all possible intra-organism paralog matchings,

based on the hypothesis that an optimal match should be paralog-specific, i.e. it should have

a low coevolutionary energy and display a large energy gap with the second best match. The

two methods further diverge by the number of selected pairs at each iteration and the total

number of iterations. Both methods display excellent results on the benchmark cases used in

the original publications. Due to the necessity to have a reference gold-standard to benchmark

the methods, both cases were benchmarked against known optimal matches, as defined by

the operonic structures of the investigated families. This resulted in the testing of the methods

against bacterial families, showing high specificity (i.e. one-to-one matching, little paralog

cross-talk).

To tackle the matching problem for the Hsp40 and Hsp70 families, we concomitantly devel-

oped an alternative strategy. Our approach, named Random Matching Strategy, does not aim

at finding an optimal matching of paralogs, but only focuses on extracting contact information

for interacting protein families. Thus, in contrast to IPA and PPM, the Random Matching

Strategy does not offer any insights into the paralog-matching, cross-talk or specificity. Details

about the random matching strategy will be given in the next section.

4.3.1 The Random Matching Strategy

The problem setup of the random matching approach is as follows. We are given two MSAs of

protein families A and B, containing a total of B A and BB sequences. Each family is composed

of O A and OB organisms, among which O AB are shared. Each organism contains a variable

number of paralogs, i.e. {n A
o }O A

o=1 and {nB
o }OB

o=1 denote the sets of number of paralogs in family

A/B for all organisms.

The goal of the Random Matching Strategy (RM) is to extract pairs of inter-protein coevolving

residues from the two protein families described above. The main idea of RM is to randomly

match paralogs in all O AB shared organisms, creating a set of stochastically concatenated

MSAs, perform DCA on each MSA and record the frequency at which each potential inter-

protein contact is predicted. The rationale behind this approach is that if inter-protein contacts

are predicted in a high fraction of cases, these are the most robust contacts subject to the

random matching noise, and should thus be indicative of strong underlying coevolutionary

pressure. For any organism, we enforce that each paralog be matched only once, such that

there are min(n A
o ,nB

o ) matched sequences per organism for a total depth of the randomly

matched MSA of BRM = ∑O AB
o=1 min(n A

o ,nB
o ). This selective matching per organism has two

main advantages: Allowing multiple matches per paralog for each MSA could quickly grow the

size of the resulting MSAs up to a potential limit of B =∑O AB
o=1 n A

o nB
o , for which it would become

computationally expensive to perform multiple DCAs. Furthermore, the quadratic growth

of the number of sequences would inevitably dilute the coevolutionary signal, as we expect

that even in very promiscuous interactions, not all possible paralog pairs are biologically

interacting. Note however that restricting a unique paralog match for each MSAs does not
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preclude the inclusion of coevolutionary signal from cross-talks, as the random matching

performs independently on all stochastically matched MSAs. A pseudo-code of the matching

is shown in Algorithm1.

interfaceContacts= []
for i ∈ {1, ..., Nr ep } do

MSA= []
for o ∈ {1, ...,O AB } do

nOr g ←min(n A
o ,nB

o )
seqsA , seqsB ← getOrgSequences(o,MSAA ,MSAB )
pA ,pB ← selectRandomParalogs(nOr g , seqsA , seqsB )
matchedOrg← concatenate(pA ,pB )
MSA.append(matchedOrg)

end
ppiContacts← plmDCA(MSA)
interfaceContacts.append(ppiContacts)

end
Algorithm 1: Pseudo-Code for the Random Matching Strategy.

To extract inter-protein coevolving contacts after DCA has been performed on the MSAs, we

employed a criterion introduced in [105], which normalizes the inter-protein DCA scores as

S̃i j =
Si j∣∣∣min

(
SInter

i j

)∣∣∣(1+√
N

Be f f

) (4.1)

where Si j denotes the APC-corrected Frobenius norm (see Chapter 1) and the minimum

min
(
SInter

i j

)
is taken over all inter-protein DCA scores. This normalization approximatively

allows comparison of inter-protein DCA scores between different protein families with varying

widths and sequencing depths. We used the selection criterion originally proposed by the au-

thors, which consists in retaining inter-protein residue pairs with S̃i j > 0.8, which empirically

corresponds to a precision of approximatively 80% [105]. Furthermore, the APC-correction

of the scores is adapted following [106], where the two averages appearing in the APC are

restricted to the two isolated families. This last modification equalizes variations introduced

by inhomogeneous evolutionary rates between different families.

In contrast to IPA and PPM, RM does not rely on any energetic information extracted from the

coevolutionary hamiltonian, but only on contact prediction by DCA. RM is computationally

efficient, as the construction of the Nr ep randomly matched MSAs and the DCA contact

predictions are all independent, and can thus be trivially parallelized with linear speedup.

This also allows us to employ the Pseudo-Likelihood DCA method, which is known to give the

best performances on contact predictions.
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Figure 4.3 – Distribution of Hsp40 and Hsp70 paralogs per organism. Figure adapted from
[68].

4.4 Random matching on the Hsp40-Hsp70 system

4.4.1 RM predictions of the complex

To investigate the Hsp40-Hsp70 interaction by means of the RM strategy, we built two separate

MSAs of the Hsp40 and Hsp70 families, using the same extraction procedure as presented in

Sec. 3.2 (applied to the Uniprot TrEMBL+Swissprot release 2015_08). This resulted in MSAs

with large taxonomic coverages (Tab.4.1). The distribution of number of paralogs per organism

displayed broad distributions of paralogs, ranging up to ∼ 50 (resp. 100) paralogs for the Hsp70

(resp. Hsp40) families (Fig.4.3). Noteworthy is the expansion of number of Hsp40 paralogs,

compared with the number of Hsp70 paralogs, which is consistent with their role of specificity

determinants for the Hsp70 machinery. The small fraction of organisms having a very large

number of Hsp40 paralogs (>80) is essentially composed of plants, which are known for having

highly developed proteostasis networks. Surprinsingly, the number of organisms for which

Hsp40/70 are found in a given kingdom present large differences (number in parentheses

in Tab.4.1). These variations have two origins: On the one hand, organisms having partially

sequenced genomes can have members of only one family sequenced and thus available in

the database. On the other hand, the finite homology-search sensitivity of current state-of-the

art sequence search tools (hmmer in our case) do not extract all possible homologs from the

databases. As the effects of sequence length and domain architecture on the homology search

sensitivity can not be fully controlled, it is expected that not all paralogs will be recovered

for a given organism. This will inevitably introduce organisms for which only one member

of an interacting paralog pair is present, thus contributing to an intrinsic matching noise.

Combined, these effects lead to an effective decrease of the number O AB of organisms having

sequences sampled for both protein families.
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Eukaryotes Bacteria Archaea Viruses Other Total
Hsp40 14369 (1093) 11379 (7837) 311 (273) 36 (22) 159 (13) 26254 (9238)
Hsp70 7881 (1933) 11819 (8272) 273 (258) 25 (17) 63 (13) 20061 (10493)

Table 4.1 – Taxonomic distributions of Hsp40 and Hsp70 sequences. Entries denote the
number of sequences found in each taxonomic kingdom. Number in parenthesis denote the
number of organisms in which the sequences are distributed.

Using the two MSAs for the Hsp40 and Hsp70 families discussed above, we performed RM

by generating 1000 stochastically matched MSAs, and analyzed the fraction of appearance

of the inter-protein contacts (Fig.4.4A). On average, there were 15.6 inter-protein contacts

predicted per random realization. Interestingly, these were far from being uniformly dis-

tributed, but displayed some very sharp peaks. In order to select which of these peaks we

considered significant for further analysis, a decision criterion was needed. We here chose to

take advantage of the knowledge of the isolated structures of the two interacting proteins and

used a conservative selection criterion based on the surface accessibility of residues involved

in the predicted inter-protein contacts. We thus selected all the contacts having the highest

fractions of appearance until the first predicted contact involving a buried residue (Solvent

Accessible Surface Area< 1Å2, Tab.4.2). This resulted in the prediction of three coevolving

residue pairs in the Hsp40-Hsp70 interface, depicted by colored dots in Fig.4.4A, correspond-

ing in the E.coli DnaK/DnaJ numbering to N187-K23, D208-K26 and T189-R19. Mapping these

coevolving pairs on the experimental structures of the E.coli DnaK/DnaJ members highlighted

that the three predicted residues on both proteins clustered in close proximity, forming two

well defined interaction patches (Fig.4.4B,C).

We further investigated whether RM predicted contacts below the first appearance of a buried

residue were informative of the complex. Fig.4.5 displays the locations of less frequently

appearing RM contacts. As seen, contacts appearing less frequently than the first appearance

of a buried residue were still consistent with the three highest ranked contacts. Among the

nine first contacts analyzed, appearing in more than 20% of the random matchings, two

contained buried residues, while five clustered in near proximity (among which the three first)

on the NBD and on the J-domain. The two remaining exposed contacts were distant from the

predicted binding site. These observations strengthened our choice of a conservative selection

criterion, focusing on the three most frequently appearing contacts with high confidence, but

highlighted the fact that useful information was present in lower ranked RM contacts.

The RM strategy thus identified three strongly coevolving and robust residue pairs across

the Hsp40-Hsp70 interface, for which the surface exposure allowed putative inter-protein

interactions. To build a structural model based on these predictions, two approaches could be

followed. The predicted contacts could be translated into distance restraints and introduced

in molecular simulations to perform a constraint search for a binding pose approximatively

respecting the DCA restraints as proposed in [111]. Alternatively, unconstrained docking

simulations could be performed, comparing the predicted contacts to the outcome of the
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Figure 4.4 – Random Matching results on the Hsp40-Hsp70 interaction. A Fraction of appear-
ances of the inter-protein predicted contacts in the RM approach. The abscissa is an arbitrary
contact index, mapping each inter-protein residue pair to the natural numbers. The colored
dots highlight the selected contacts before the first contact involving a buried residue. The
numbering of the highlighted contacts refer to the E.coli DnaK/DnaJ proteins. B/C Mapping
of the residues involved in the selected contacts on the experimental structures of E.coli DnaJ
(B, PDB ID: 1XBL, [110]) and DnaK (C, PDB ID: 4JNE, [55]). The colors of the highlighted
residues follow the scheme of panel A. The C-α and C-β atoms of the six residues are depicted
by spheres. Figure adapted from [68].

Contact SASA 1 [Å2] SASA 2 [Å2] Selection Frequency
N187 - K23 102.7 (0.64) 119.8(0.60) 0.996
D208 - K26 41.6 (0.27) 144.9 (0.72 ) 0.976
T189 - R19 17.3 (0.12) 177.9 (0.79) 0.587
A176 - A64 0.6 (0.005) 34.6 (0.30) 0.414
L392 - A29 89.5 (0.52) 11.1 (0.10) 0.334
L219 - E55 44.7 (0.26) 69.8 (0.37) 0.311
D224 - K51 40.7 (0.27) 95.2 (0.48) 0.287
L320 - M30 0.7 (0.004) 129.2 (0.70) 0.285
F356 - R36 48.5 (0.23) 214.6 (0.95) 0.232

Table 4.2 – Most frequently appearing contacts in the RM procedure. The numbering in the
first column pertains to the E.coli DnaK/DnaJ pair. SASA denotes the Solvent Accessible
Surface Area. Predictions involving buried residues are highlighted. Table adapted from [68].

independent simulations and using them for selecting between multiple candidate model

complexes. We pursued the latter approach, which is the subject of section 4.5.1.

4.4.2 Comparison with IPA and PPM

We compared our results obtained using the RM strategy to the two state-of-the art DCA based

methods to predict inter-protein contacts, namely IPA and PPM. We performed both IPA and

PPM on the Hsp40-Hsp70 dataset with the parameters used in their original publications

[108, 109]. For a fair comparison regarding the contact predictions, we performed the same
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Figure 4.5 – Analysis of lower ranked RM predictions. A Fraction of appearances of the pre-
dicted inter-protein contacts in the RM approach in 1000 realizations. The abscissa is an
arbitrary contact index, mapping each potential inter-protein contact to the natural numbers.
The dots are shaded linearly in the appearance fractions. RM contacts appearing in more than
20% of random matchings (red line) are highlighted. B,C The nine RM contacts identified in A
depicted on the E.coli DnaK NBD. D,E The nine RM contact identified in A depicted on the
E.coli DnaJ J-domain. The colors in B,C,D,E follow the color scheme in A. Figure adapted from
[68].

plm-DCA procedure as the one used in RM on the matched MSAs obtained by IPA and PPM

and analyzed the highest ranked contacts. Comparison of the 5 most frequently appearing

contacts in the RM procedure with the five top ranked interface contacts predicted using IPA

and PPM revealed a large overlap of the three methods (Fig.4.6, Tab.4.4, see Supplementary

Figures and Tables). The strong overlap of the three methods highlighted the ability of the RM

procedure to identify strongly coevolving inter-protein contacts and further strengthened our

confidence in the identified binding spot for the Hsp40-Hsp70 interaction.

4.5 Coarse-grained modeling of the interaction

4.5.1 Simulation protocol

To further investigate the binding modes of the Hsp40-Hsp70 complex, we performed coarse-

grained (CG) docking simulations of the complex using a methodology introduced in [112, 113],

specifically designed for low affinity complexes. The CG model is based on a rigid body

approximation of the two monomers, represented by one bead per residue, centered on

the Cα atoms. The residue specific pairwise potential is composed of long-range screened
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4.5. Coarse-grained modeling of the interaction

Figure 4.6 – Comparison of the RM, IPA and PPM predictions of the Hsp40/Hsp70 interactions.
A Five most appearing interface contacts in the RM procedure. B Five top ranked interface
contacts predicted by IPA. C Five top ranked interface contacts predicted by PPM. The ranks
of the contacts are depicted from blue (first rank) to red (fifth rank).Figure adapted from [68].

electrostatics and short-ranged interactions

Ui j (r )=U El
i j (r )+U V dW

i j (r ) (4.2)

where r denotes the distance between Cα beads. The long-range electrostatic energy is

modeled by a Debye-Hückel potential

U El
i j (r )= qi q j

Dr
e−

r
ξ (4.3)

where qi , q j are the unit charges of the residues (qi = +1 for Arg and Lys, qi = +0.5 for His,

qi = −1 for Asp and Glu). The dielectric constant of water is set to D = 80 and the Debye

screening length to ξ= 10Å. The residue specific Van der Waals potential is given by a modified

12-6 Lennard-Jones potential

U V dW
i j (r )=
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where εi j is a residue-pair specific coefficient, based on shifted and rescaled Miyazawa-

Jernigan coefficients ei j [114]

εi j =λ(ei j −e0) (4.5)

where λ = 0.159 and e0 = −2.27kBT are scaling coefficients which have been fitted against

experimental data [112, 113]. The scale parameters σi j of Eq.4.4 are given by the average of

the standard radiuses of amino-acids i and j [112]. The canonical ensemble is sampled by

replica-exchange Monte-Carlo simulations, and bound configurations are extracted from the

ensemble by selecting frames having EPot <−2kBT and at least one inter-protein residue pair

having r < 8Å.

4.5.2 CG modeling of the Hsp40-Hsp70 interaction

Using the coarse-grained model presented above, we studied the Hsp40-Hsp70 interaction,

focusing on the bacterial DnaK-DnaJ system. We took advantage of the availability of high-

resolution structures of E.coli ATP-bound DnaK (PDB ID: 4JNE [55]) , ADP-bound DnaK (PDB

ID: 2KHO [56]) and the DnaJ J-domain (PDB ID: 1XBL [110]), and built three constructs of

DnaK : The isolated NBD either bound to ADP or ATP (NBD(ADP) and NBD(ATP)) and Full-

Length DnaK bound to ATP (FL(ATP)). These various DnaK constructs were then used to

investigate the influence of the nucleotide and the presence of the SBD at the CG level.

NBD(ADP) NBD(ATP) FL(ATP)
KD [μ M] 540 ± 60 370 ± 35 23 ± 3

Table 4.3 – Hsp40-Hsp70 dissociation constants computed by the CG model. Uncertainties
are standard deviations computed over 5 replicates simulated at different box sizes.

We first numerically estimated the binding affinity of the different constructs (Tab.4.3), which

were compatible with experimental determinations [67, 101]. The presence of the docked

inter-domain linker and of the SBD of DnaK significantly increased the affinity, hinting to

their stabilizing role in the interaction. In contrast, the nature of the bound nucleotide only

marginally influenced the affinities. After extracting the bound conformations from the

sampled ensemble, cluster analysis performed with the Gromos algorithm [115] identified

two main clusters containing over 91% of the bound conformations (Fig.4.7A). Focusing the

analysis on these two main clusters highlighted that the J-domain predominantly bound

to DnaK at one location, situated near an upper cleft between lobes II and III of the NBD

(Fig.4.7C). The main interacting region on the J-domain was composed mainly of helix II, with

some contacts present on helices I and III (Fig.4.7B).

A finer analysis was achieved by considering the free energy surfaces of the bound conforma-
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tions in spherical coordinates. Denoting by�I J
i ,�I K

i the normalized inertia axes of the J-domain

and the NBD, computed over all Cα atoms, we introduced the set of three Euler angles defining

the relative orientation of the J-domain with respect to the NBD , given by

Θ= asin
(
�I J

1 ·�I K
2

)

Ω= atan2

(
�I J

2 ·�I K
2

cosΘ
,
−�I J

3 ·�I K
2

cosΘ

)

Ψ= atan2

(
�I J

1 ·�I K
3

cosΘ
,
�I J

1 ·�I K
1

cosΘ

) (4.6)

where atan2 is the quadrant-checking arctangent function. Additionally, we computed the

spherical angles (ΦCOM ,ΩCOM ) defining the position of the J-domain center of mass (CoM)

with respect to the NBD CoM , which characterized the overall location of the binding site on

the DnaK NBD.

The free energy surface in CoM coordinates (Fig.4.7D,G,J) confirmed that there was one main

binding spot of the J-domain on the DnaK NBD. The two main clusters detected by the Gromos

algorithm were confirmed and appeared as two distinct clusters in the orientational free energy

surface (Fig.4.7E-L). Several interesting observations could be drawn from these results. While

there was a significant influence of the SBD and inter-domain linker on the binding affinities

(Tab.4.3), the conformational ensembles were only very slightly perturbed by the presence

of the SBD and linker. This indicated that their influence on the binding was predominantly

of energetic nature and did not significantly perturb the geometrical arrangement of the

complex. Furthermore, the nature of the bound nucleotide did not influence the binding

mode, at least at a coarse-grained level. Structurally, the conformations falling in the two

clusters were characterized by the same binding site, but a relative orientation of the J-domain

approximatively rotated by 180◦ (Fig.4.8). The orientation of the J-domain lead to two opposite

positioning of the characteristic HPD motif of the J-domain. In the first ensemble, the HPD

motif pointed outwards with respect to the NBD, especially it was orientated opposite to

R167 of the NBD, the co-mutated residue observed in [65]. In the second ensemble, the HPD

motif pointed inwards with respect to the NBD, and particularly in the direction of the R167

residue on DnaK. We therefore denoted these two bound ensembles as HPD-OUT and HPD-IN

(Fig.4.7E and Fig.4.8).

Comparison between the coarse-grained simulations and the RM results discussed above (see

Sec.4.4.1) showed an excellent overlap of the predicted binding interfaces (Fig.4.9). Indeed, the

three coevolving residue pairs identified by RM perfectly lied in the binding region predicted

by the coarse-grained model. This strong overlap of the binding sites predicted independently

by RM and CG modeling permitted the use of the coevolutionary predictions to assess the

validity of the two CG clusters displaying opposite relative orientations. Close inspection

highlighted a slightly better agreement between the HPD-IN conformation and the three

coevolving contacts. The better fit of the HPD-IN conformation was further underlined by
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Figure 4.7 – A Distribution of the cluster sizes identified in the bound conformations. Clusters
are sorted in decreasing size order. Only the first five clusters are displayed B . Per-residue
contact probability mapped on the CG model of the NBD(ATP) construct. A residue is con-
sidered in contact if it has a distance with any residue in the partner protein less than 8Å.
D,G,J Orientational free energy as a function of spherical coordinates (ΦC M ,ΩC M ) defining the
angular position of the center of mass of the J-domain, centered around the center of mass of
the NBD. E,H,K Free energy surface as a function of the two Euler angles (Ω,Ψ), defined by the
inertia axes of the J-domain and of the NBD. F,I,L Free energy surface as a function of the two
Euler angles (Θ,Ψ), defined by the inertia axes of the J-domain and of the NBD. Iso-levels of all
free energy surfaces are plotted at 1 kBT intervals. The locations of the minima corresponding
to the HPD-IN and HPD-OUT ensembles are marked in E (see main text). Figure adapted
from [68].

the better positioning of the D35 residues of the J-domain with respect to the R167 residue of

the NBD. Hence, the HPD-IN conformation was in qualitative agreement with the results of

the coevolutionary analysis, with experimental results of the DnaJ:D35N-DnaK:R167H double

mutant [65] and with the PRE-NMR measurements which highlighted the involvement of helix

II of the J-domain in this interaction [67]. In contrast, the HPD-OUT ensemble could hardly be

reconciled with these results. Based on these promising features of the HPD-IN conformation,

we investigated its stability and dynamical properties by performing atomistic simulations of

the Hsp40-Hsp70 system, which is the subject of the next section.
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Figure 4.8 – HPD-IN and HPD-OUT conformations of the Hsp40-Hsp70 complex. The central
conformations of the two ensembles of bound conformations are depicted on the FL(ATP)
construct . A,B HPD-OUT. C,D HPD-IN. The three beads of the characteristic HPD motif of the
J-domain are depicted by magenta spheres. The sub-domains of DnaK are highlighted: NBD:
Green, SBD: Ochre, Linker: Magenta. The four lobes of the NBD are marked by IA,IB,IIA,IIB.
Figure adapted from [68].

BA

Figure 4.9 – Comparison of the RM and CG predicted Hsp40-Hsp70 interface. The three
coevolving interface contacts are depicted as spheres centered on the Cα atoms. The shown
complexes are the central conformations of the HPD-OUT (A, blue) and HPD-IN (B, red)
ensembles for the NBD(ATP) case. D35 of the HPD motif and R167 are depicted by grey
spheres. Figure adapted from [68].

4.6 Atomistic Simulations

To gain insights at a finer structural level inaccessible to coarse-grained descriptions, we

performed explicit-solvent atomistic simulations of the complexes identified in the previous

sections. We made use of detailed atomistic force-fields to investigate the structural stability,

dynamical properties and energetics of the interaction.
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To obtain all-atom representations of the candidate complexes, a mapping between the CG

representation and fully atomistic models was required. To this aim, we relied on the Rosetta-

Dock package to build all-atom complexes based on the Cα backbone positions obtained by

the CG model using a standard protocol [116, 117, 68]. We thus built models for each of the

NBD(ATP), NBD(ADP) and FL(ATP) constructs, both in the HPD-IN and HPD-OUT ensembles.

Starting from the central configurations of the CG ensembles, we generated 1000 all-atom

configurations using RosettaDock and selected the 10 best scoring models, resulting in a total

of 60 atomistic models.

These starting structures were then solvated in dodecahedral boxes with the TIP3P water

model. Simulations were performed using the Gromacs 5 packages [118], with the Amber14

force-field [119]. In order to focus on the inter-protein dynamics, the intra-protein dynamics

were first restrained using harmonic restraints on the backbone atoms of the constructs. We

performed short runs of 30 ns for all the 60 constructs and analyzed the relative stability of the

complexes using two measures: The distance root mean square (dRMS), defined by

dRMS(t )=
√√√√ 1

NJ NK

N j ,Nk∑
i , j

(
di j (t )−di j (0)

)2 (4.7)

where N j , NK denote the number of residues in the J-domain and DnaK and di j denotes the

distance between the Cα atoms of residues i , j , and the angular orientation defined by

Θ(t )= acos
(
�I J

1 ·�I K
1

)
(4.8)

where�I J/K
1 denotes the principal inertia axis computed on the Cα atoms. Although we did

not observe any detachment event on this time-scale, the HPD-IN simulations showed signifi-

cantly reduced dRMS and angular fluctuations compared to the HPD-OUT conformations

(Fig.4.14, Fig.4.15, see Supplementary Figures and Tables), which further supported the rele-

vance of the HPD-IN conformation as representative of the Hsp40-Hsp70 interaction. Notably,

the presence of the SBD had a stabilizing effect on the interaction, as displayed by the re-

duced variability. Based on these premises, we concentrated our computational efforts on the

FL(ATP) HPD-IN case, and investigated the stability and dynamics of the system through three

independent 1μs simulations. While this longer time-scale did not allow full equilibration

of the system, which remained computationally out of reach with atomistic details for this

system, useful information could still be extracted from the ensemble of the simulations.

Indeed, the three trajectories displayed a certain degree of structural variability (Fig.4.10A),

transiently populating multiple sub-ensembles of bound conformations in the HPD-IN confor-

mation, thus forming a highly dynamic interface, in agreement with the dynamic nature of the

interface reported by Ahmad et al. [67] based on PRE-NMR measurements. Interestingly, as
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seen in Fig.4.10B, no single pose satisfying all coevolutionarily predicted contacts was found,

but these were all transiently satisfied, again hinting to the biological relevance of a dynamic

interaction interface. Of important experimental interest were the transient contacts formed

by the D35-R167 residues, which were shown to be important for the correct functioning

of the Hsp40-Hsp70 complex. Similarly to what was observed for the coevolving contacts,

the dynamics did not show configurations permanently satisfying this contact, but multiple

transient contact events were observed. These results show that the proposed HPD-IN con-

formation is compatible with coevolutionary predictions, respects experimental evidence

based on NMR data (main interacting region on the J-domain is helix II) and mutagenesis (the

D35-R167 contact is transiently populated). Our proposed model is thus computationally self-

consistent at the sequence, coarse-grained and atomistic level and reconciles some divergent

experimental evidences.

Interestingly, the pose of the J-domain in the HPD-IN conformation displayed an appreciable

number of residues directly interacting with the SBD of DnaK. Whether these interactions are

relevant for the interaction or are simply a consequence of the geometric arrangement of the

complex is an important question, as most of the previous experimental efforts have been

focused on the interactions of the J-domain with the NBD. This question will be addressed in

the following section.

2015105
Distance [Å]

R19-T189

D35-R167

K26-D208

K23-N187

A B

Figure 4.10 – 1μs time-scale atomistic simulations of Hsp40-Hsp70. A 10 snapshots of the
DnaJ J-domain bound to FL(ATP) of DnaK in the three 1μs simulations. NBD: green, SBD:
ochre, Linker: magenta, J-domain: Red/Cyan/Purple. For ease of visualization, only helices II
and III of the J-domain are depicted. B Distance distributions of the three coevolving interface
contacts and of the D35-R167 pair. The distribution for each of the three trajectories is depicted
in the same color-scheme as panel A. The shaded distribution depicts the normalized sum of
the three histograms. Distances are computed over all heavy-atoms. Figure adapted from [68].
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4.7 Role of the SBD in the Hsp40-Hsp70 interactions

To investigate the active involvement of the DnaK SBD in the interaction with the J-domain,

we analyzed the energetic contributions of the varying domains of DnaK and of the J-domain

to the binding energy of the complex, using a generalized Born surface area (GBSA) approxi-

mation [119]. The GBSA consists in estimating the binding free energy of a protein complex

by computing the polar contribution to the solvation free energy using a Generalized Born

approximation (see [120] for details). For the 1μs trajectories, we computed the contribution

ΔE of each residue to the total binding energy in the GBSA approximation, averaging over

the three long trajectories of the HPD-IN conformation. This highlighted four main regions

along the DnaK sequence strongly involved in the binding to the J-domain, lying on the NBD,

linker and SBD, which formed a nearly continuous patch on the DnaK surface where the main

interactions with the J-domain take place (Fig.4.11A-B). While the main energetic contribu-

tion to the binding unsurprisingly stemmed from the NBD, the SBD and linker significantly

contributed to the energetic stabilization of the complex. These results show that the SBD

thus plays an active stabilizing role in the interaction, compatible with the increased affinity

computed by the coarse-grained model (Tab.4.3) and the reduced variability of the FL(ATP)

construct observed in the short atomistic runs (Fig.4.14, Fig.4.15, see Supplementary Figures

and Tables). Interestingly, as discussed above, the J-domain - SBD stabilizing interactions do

not seem to significantly change the geometry of the bound complex at the coarse-grained

level (Fig.4.7). The energetic analysis on the J-domain displayed as expected a main contribu-

tion from helix II, with a secondary signal coming from the coiled region linking helices II and

III where the HPD motif is located (Fig.4.11D-E).

To address whether this active involvement of the SBD in the interaction was confirmed

by coevolution, we repeated the RM protocol using an Hsp70 MSA containing full-length

sequences. The results showed that two conserved inter-protein contacts involving the Hsp70

SBD (yellow spheres in Fig.4.13, see Supplementary Figures and Tables) were predicted among

the most appearing contacts. We also noted that introducing the full-length sequence reduced

the Be f f /N ratio, and resulted in a rank swap between the first contact involving a buried

residue and the third selected contact in the RM approach using only Hsp70 NBDs. This would

have resulted in not having selected the (189-19) contact if we had initially analyzed the full

length sequences. This underlined the importance of previous experimental knowledge of

the interaction when investigating systems by coevolutionary analysis. In this case, we could

first focus on the J-domain - NBD interaction, which was the putative location of the main

interaction, and then refine the results by extending the DCA analysis taking in account the

presence of the SBD.

Thus both atomistic simulations and coevolutionary analysis predicted that the Hsp70 SBD

is actively involved in the interaction with Hsp40 co-chaperones. Our results suggests that

the role of the SBD is mainly to stabilize the bound conformation by contributing energeti-

cally favorable residues to the interaction interface. However, given the allosteric transition

induced by ATP hydrolysis, their ought to exist a subtle conformational interplay between
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the conformation of the NBD containing the bound nucleotide, the docked SBD and the

inter-domain linker. The exact mechanisms by which the conformational changes induced by

ATP hydrolysis in the NBD are conveyed to the SBD are still unclear. We here showed that the

presence of the bound J-domain must be taken in account for mechanistically understanding

the allosteric mechanism of Hsp70, as its location in the interface forms energetic interactions

involving three allosterically coupled sub-domains of Hsp70s.

4.8 Differential binding of bacterial and eukaryotic pairs

Our simulation results focused on the E.coli DnaK-DnaJ system, due to the availability of

high-resolution structures for these bacterial proteins. In contrast, the coevolutionary anal-

ysis performed through RM was based on the complete Hsp40-Hsp70 families, containing

both bacterial and eukaryotic sequences. A taxonomic gap thus exists between these two

approaches, which calls for a phylogenetic assessment of the results obtained on the Hsp40-

Hsp70 system. We thus asked whether our convergent results obtained by both sequence

analysis and simulations pertained to both bacteria and eukaryotes or explain only the former.

Interestingly, the two experimental models for the Hsp40-Hsp70 interaction were based on

members from different kingdoms. In [66], Jiang et al., analyzed bovine proteins, whereas

Ahmad et al. [67] focused their NMR analysis on the bacterial DnaK-DnaJ system. The debate

concerning the differences observed in the two models was partially settled by conjecturing

that eukaryotes and bacteria might have differential binding modes of the Hsp40-Hsp70

interaction [103, 104]. Additional experimental evidence further suggested such differences

in the regions involved in the interaction between bacterial and eukaryotic members [121].

One difficulty with interpreting such experimental evidences stems from the fact of observing

particular pairs of Hsp40-Hsp70 paralogs, which might in principle have different binding

modes, irrespective of the kingdom to which they belong. The experimental challenges

faced when analyzing this complex (transient interaction inducing ATP hydrolysis, multiple

conformations, nature of the bound nucleotide) adds to the difficulty of comparing models

resulting from different experimental protocols.

Coevolutionary analysis of proteins family has the appealing property of working at a sequence

ensemble level, namely extracting information about coevolving residue pairs pertaining to

large ensemble of sequences. We thus decided to apply the RM approach to two sub-ensembles

composed of bacteria and eukaryotes separately, in order to analyze whether kingdom specific

differences were predicted. As seen in Fig.4.12A,B, while the results restricted to bacterial

sequences were in full agreement with the predictions obtained on the complete dataset, the

RM results on eukaryotic sequences lacked any significantly frequently selected inter-protein

contacts. This clearly indicated that the overall results obtained on the full dataset originated

in bacterial sequences, whereas no clear contribution from eukaryotic sequences was present.

The fact that eukaryotic sequences did not show RM signal was an interesting effect per

se. Several hypothesis for this effect can be conjectured. On the one hand, the number of
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Figure 4.11 – GBSA analysis of the three 1μs trajectories of the HPD-IN conformation. A Per
residue contribution ΔE of DnaK residues to the binding energy, averaged over the three 1μs
trajectories. The dashed line represents the threshold used to depict the strongly contributing
residues in panel B (-1kBT ). The background coloring highlights the different DnaK domains:
Green: NBD, Magenta: Linker, Ochre: SBD. B Most contributing residues to the binding energy
(ΔE <−1kBT , see panel A), depicted in blue surface representation on ATP-bound DnaK . The
domains of DnaK are colored following the same coloring scheme as in panel A. C The five
inter-protein coevolving contacts predicted by RM. In blue are the three contacts involving
the NBD, in yellow the two involving the SBD. The dotted circle represents the approximative
location of residue E75 on the J-domain, which is not present in the NMR structure (PDB
ID: 1XBL, [110]). D Per residue contribution ΔE of the J-domain residues to the binding
energy, averaged over the three 1μs trajectories. The dashed line represents the threshold
used to depict the strongly contributing residues in panel E (-1kBT ). The background coloring
highlights the different J-domain sub-domains: White: Helix I, Orange: Helix II, Magenta: HPD
carrying loop, Green: Helix III, Cyan: Helix IV. E Most contributing residues to the binding
energy (ΔE <−1kBT , see panel D), depicted in blue surface representation on the J-domain
structure. The sub-domains of the J-domain are colored following the same coloring scheme
as in panel A. Figure adapted from [68]

paralogs, and especially Hsp40 members, is much larger in eukaryotic organisms compared

to bacteria (e.g. 6 Hsp40 members in it E.coli vs 50 in humans). The resulting combinatorial
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explosion of possible matchings might overthrow the ability of the RM approach to find robust

contacts. Interestingly, the more involved IPA and PPM approaches did not perform better at

contact predictions on the eukaryotic set, see [68]. A second hypothesis is that whereas the

relatively simpler cellular organization of bacteria calls for strong selectivity and specificity for

protein-protein interactions, eukaryotic cells have a number of alternative means by which

protein-protein interactions can be regulated. Sub-cellular localization is the easiest way

of ensuring selective interactions, without the explicit need to tune the physical affinity at

the sequence level. Differential tissue-specific expressions of different paralogs might be

an alternative way of regulating the interaction network. Finally, the temporal expression

levels of the different chaperones and co-chaperones might also be regulated to maximize

the interactions between specifically selected paralogs. All these different specificity selecting

mechanisms do not, in principle, rely on the explicit optimization of physical interactions

between particular pairs of paralogs, which would have a further advantage. In fact, if the

specificity has to be fine tuned at the sequence level to promote specific pairs through high

affinity, and selectively tune down cross-talk through lower affinity tuning, the sequence-

level constraints on proteins having a large number of paralogs would become increasingly

less evolutionarily viable. This could lead to sequences being evolutionarily frozen if the

number of constraints to satisfy becomes too large. If these hypothesis are valid, our current

coevolutionary analysis tools are not tailored to tackle such complex questions in eukaryotic

organisms. These observations however raise interesting questions regarding the if and

how such higher-level cellular organization principles can be combined with coevolutionary

analysis tools to improve our understanding of eukaryotic protein-protein interactions and

networks.
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Figure 4.12 – Random matching results on Bacterial and Eukaryotic subsets. Fraction of
appearances of the inter-protein predicted contacts in the RM approach in 1000 realizations.
The abscissa is an arbitrary contact index, mapping each inter-protein residue pair to the
natural numbers. A Bacterial dataset. The three colored circles correspond to the three
selected contacts in the complete dataset. B Eukaryotic dataset (inset: Zoom on the vertical
axis at the 0-5% level). Figure adapted from [68].
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Chapter 4. Hsp70-Hsp40 interactions

4.9 Discussion

The integration of coevolutionary analysis and molecular modeling at the coarse-grained and

atomistic level allowed us to build a structural and dynamical model of the bacterial Hsp40-

Hsp70 reconciling previously divergent experimental observations. The HPD-IN conformation

previously discussed is in excellent agreement with the PRE-NMR data showing the main

involvement of helix II of the J-domain and the 206EIDEVDGEKTFEVLAT221 segment on DnaK

NBD [67]. Furthermore, the transient interaction of D35 of the J-domain with R167 agrees with

the large amount of experimental evidence pointing to the importance of this residue pair

in the complex [65, 101]. Interestingly, we found that the binding interface is not influenced

by the nature of the bound nucleotide, nor by the presence of the docked SBD. This latter

domain is however actively involved in the interaction, by increasing the stability of the bound

J-domain through energetically favorable contacts. In our structural model of the complex,

the J-domain directly interacts with the docked inter-domain linker, which has been shown to

be crucial for the correct allosteric signal transduction in Hsp70 chaperones [122, 123, 124].

The structural model of the Hsp40-Hsp70 complex proposed here is only valuable if it brings

insights in the mechanistic functioning of the chaperone system. In this regards, it has to

be interpreted in the light of the current understanding of the machinery. For this aim,

two experimental studies stand out for the understanding of the allosteric mechanics of

Hsp70s. In [57], Mapa et al. have analyzed the conformational ensembles of Ssc1, a yeast

mitochondrial Hsp70, in either ATP- or ADP-bound states. Their findings show that Ssc1 is

present in both the open (ATP-like) and closed (ADP-like) conformations when both bound to

ATP and ADP. The relative weights of the populations are shifted depending on the nature of

the bound nucleotide, thus leading to a dynamical equilibrium of Hsp70 fluctuating between

the two experimentally observed conformations. In [124], Zhuravleva et al. predicted by NMR

measurements that a third intermediate conformation should exist. In this conformation,

which they dubbed allosterically active state, the two subdomains of the SBD are closed in a

ADP-like fashion, whereas the inter-domain linker is still docked into the groove located on

the NBD, as in the ATP-bound state. They argued that this allosterically active state should be

an intermediate step leading to ATP hydrolysis. Thus, the emerging picture is that of Hsp70

exploring two characteristic conformations (ATP- and ADP-like, i.e. open or closed) with an

intermediate allosterically-active state leading to ATP hydrolysis. Our structural model of the

complex could neatly fall in this picture: As the docked J-domain covers the inter-domain

linker, it could stabilize a conformation with docked linker, whereas its interactions with the

SBD might lead to a rearrangement of the latter. Concurrently, the binding of a client substrate

by the SBD can favor the closing of the two SBD sub-domains by energetically competing

with the SBD-NBD and SBD-J-domain interfaces. Taken together, the concurrent binding

of the J-domain and the substrate could synergistically shift the population of the Hsp70

chaperone towards the allosterically active state, thus favoring the hydrolysis of ATP. This

functional interpretation of our structural model is of course at the moment hypothetical, and

will require experimental verifications.
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4.9. Discussion

The use of coevolutionary methods, incarnated in our approach by the RM strategy, allows for

computationally investigating structural aspects of protein-protein interactions. Whereas for

analysis of monomers, the methodology is robust enough, so that the quality bottleneck is

essentially dictated by the number of sequences, in the protein-protein analysis case, a further

limitation arises due to the lack of knowledge of which (putatively) interacting paralogs to

match. Recent progress has been made by the introduction of coevolution based methods [108,

109], however these methods do not perform better than the RM on the Hsp40-Hsp70 case.

Of particular importance is the case of eukaryotes, where the number of paralogs is generally

larger and where no operonic gene organization is found. The negative results obtained

by RM, IPA and PPM on the eukaryotic set of Hsp40s and Hsp70s seems to indicate that

deeper organizational principles are at play in eukaryotes. Further research will be needed to

address this question, in order to fully exploit the predictive capabilities of currently available

coevolutionary analysis tools. Beyond the intrinsic structural and functional interest of the

Hsp40-Hsp70 interaction, its coevolutionary analysis also shed light on these methodological

aspects that will require further investigations and refinements.
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4.10 Supplementary Figures and Tables

Random Matching PPM IPA
K23 - N187 K23 - N187 K23 - N187
K26 - D208 E55 - T215 R19 - T189
R19 - T189 K26 - D208 K26 - D208
A64 - A176 R63 - A17 D59 - I39
A29 - L392 R19 - T189 A64 - A176
E55 - L219 Y25 - A191 A29 - L382
K51 - D224 A29 - L382 K50 - Y193
M30 - L320 Y25 - I338 A24 - G358
R36 - F356 Y54 - A376 I21 - I338

Table 4.4 – Nine top ranked interface contacts predicted by RM, IPA and PPM. Green cells
highlight overlapping predictions. Yellow cells denote similar predictions, defined as predicted
contacts involving one shared residue and the second one in proximity. Table adapted from
[68].
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Figure 4.13 – Random Matching results on the Hsp40-Hsp70 interaction with full-length
Hsp70 sequences. A Fraction of appearances of the inter-protein predicted contacts in the
RM approach in 1000 realizations. The abscissa is an arbitrary contact index, mapping each
potential inter-protein contact to the natural numbers. The filled blue-colored dots highlight
the contacts before the first contact involving a buried residue, as selected by the NBD only RM
procedure. The hollow blue circle depicts the first predicted contact involving a buried residue.
The yellow circles depict J-domain - SBD predicted contacts. The empty circle denotes the
contact involving E75 on the J-domain, which is not present in the crystal structure of the
J-domain (PDB ID: 1XBL, [110]). The numbering of the highlighted contacts refer to the E.coli
DnaK/DnaJ proteins. Figure adapted from [68].
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Figure 4.14 – DRMS of atomistic simulations of the Hsp40-Hsp70 complexes. Each colored
time series represents a 30 ns simulation of the Hsp40-Hsp70 system. Figure adapted from
[68].
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Figure 4.15 – Angular fluctuations of atomistic simulations of the Hsp40-Hsp70 complexes.
Each colored time series represents a 30 ns simulation of the Hsp40-Hsp70 system. Figure
adapted from [68].
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5 Synergistic action of class A/B Hsp40s

The main results presented in this chapter have been published in [125]. The majority of the

figures presented in this chapter are directly reproduced from the published article, in accordance

with the Creative Commons Attribution License used by eLife.

5.1 Introduction

During the cells life cycle, a consequence of protein denaturation is the potential appearance of

protein aggregates, which can have severe cytotoxic effects. Protein aggregates with dramatic

consequences are indeed hallmarks of several human neurodegenerative diseases such as

Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease [126]. Multiple different effects can lead to aggregation:

Shock conditions (heat or chemical), the aging of the cell or deleterious mutations destabilizing

a proteins native fold. Among the principal roles of the cellular proteostasis network, carried

out by molecular chaperones, is the prevention and disaggregation of such aggregates. It is

thus not surprising that during evolution, all organisms have acquired chaperone machineries

tailored for efficient protein disaggregation.

While Hsp70s have been shown to be efficient in the prevention of aggregation, their intrinsic

efficiency in protein disaggregation is low [127]. Lower organisms, such as bacteria and

yeast, and some eukaryotes such as plants, possess a potent chaperone machinery, called

Hsp100, which is specialized in protein disaggregation [35]. In collaboration with the Hsp70

system, the Hsp100-Hsp70 bichaperone system has been shown to be extremely efficient at

disassembling large protein aggregates, forming the basis of the disaggregation machinery

in these organisms [128]. One of the major mysteries in the field of cellular protein quality

control was how metazoans, and other higher eukaryotes which lack the Hsp100 disaggregase

system, could efficiently control their aggregate population, thus avoiding their resulting

cytotoxic effects.

This fundamental question has been recently addressed by Nillegoda et al. [129]. The authors

have shown that in metazoans (H.sapiens and C.elegans), the Hsp70 system alone can target
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Chapter 5. Synergistic action of class A/B Hsp40s

and disaggregate substrates of all sizes, with efficiencies comparable to the Hsp100-Hsp70

system in other organisms, provided it works in cooperation with a particular set of J-protein

co-chaperones. J-proteins are traditionally classified in three classes A, B and C, depending

on their C-terminal domain architectures (see Chapter 2). Specifically, the two classes A and

B of canonical J-proteins share the same C-terminal domain (CTD) architecture, with the

presence of two substrate binding domains (CTD I and II). Their main structural difference

lies in the presence of a zinc-finger element in between the J-domain and the CTD I domain

in class A J-proteins. Both class A and B J-proteins form stable homo-dimers, by interacting

through the dimerization domain, located at the C-terminal end of the proteins. Functionally,

these two classes bind through their CTD to non-native client proteins, which they then

present to Hsp70, through their interaction mediated by the J-domain (see chapter 4). Class

A and B J-proteins functionally differ by their substrate-binding affinities at the CTDs, with

class A J-proteins targeting preferentially smaller aggregates, while class B J-proteins have

higher affinities for larger aggregates. It was thought until recently that the different J-protein

classes acted essentially independently, by targeting different substrates and localizations,

thus driving Hsp70 specificity [64]. In their recent work, Nillegoda et al. showed that the

simultaneous action of class A and class B J-proteins, together with the Hsp70 chaperone

and Hsp110 nucleotide exchange factor, strongly increased the disaggregation power of the

Hsp70 machinery compared to the efficiency of the Hsp70 machinery in the presence of

solely class A or B J-proteins (Fig.5.1). Using a mixture of class A and B J-proteins at 1-

to-1 stoichiometric ratios, they not only observed a strong synergistic acceleration of the

disaggregation (Fig.5.1A,B), but also the targeting of a broad spectrum of aggregate sizes

(Fig.5.1C,D). Furthermore, biochemical, cross-linking, FRET and mutagenesis experiments

showed evidence that the increased disaggregation power of the A/B cocktail was likely due to

a direct physical interaction between the J-domain of one class with a hinge region situated

between CTD I and II of the other class J-protein. Particularly, the authors of [129] observed

that the inter-class cooperativity was strongly dependent on ionic concentrations, thus hinting

at interactions dominated by electrostatics. This was further strengthened by the observation

that a triple charge reversal mutant on positions located on helices I and IV of the J-domain

abolished the cooperative effect, without affecting the correct functioning of the J-proteins

in isolation. This triple charge reversal mutant involved the mutation of three negatively

charged residues to positively charged arginines and will be denoted as RRR triple mutant in

the following. Interestingly, they observed that the inter-class interaction was symmetrical,

namely that the J-domain of class A J-proteins (JDA) could directly interact with the CTD

region of class B J-proteins (CTDB ) and conversely, JDB could also directly interact with CTDA .

These new insights onto the disaggregation capabilities of the metazoan Hsp70 lead to new

questions. Beyond metazoans, what is the phylogenetic distribution of the synergistic action of

class A and B J-proteins? When did it appear in evolution, and are there organisms possessing

both the Hsp100 disaggregase and J-protein synergy? Is there coevolutionary evidence for the

inter-class direct physical interaction between the J-domain and CTDs? In collaboration with

part of the authors of [129], we tackled these questions using phylogenetic and coevolutionary
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5.2. Sequence extraction and pre-processing

methods, which are the focus of the next sections.

Figure 5.1 – Biochemical evidence for synergistic action of class A and B J-proteins. A,B
Luciferase disaggregation and reactivation assay, using Hsp70, Hsp110 and class A and/or
class B J-proteins. Luciferase aggregates were prepared by thermal denaturation. A: H.sapiens,
B: C.elegans. C,D Aggregates size distribution after assays with class A, class B or class A+B
J-proteins. The vertical axis shows the fraction of luciferase in the different size bins after the
disaggregation/reactivation assay was performed (120 minutes for H.sapiens, 40 minutes for
C.elegans). F1: ≥ 5000kDa, F2: 700-4000 kDA, F3: 200-700 kDa, F4: Disaggregated monomers
(≈ 63 kDa).C: H.sapiens, D: C.elegans. Figure adapted from [129].

5.2 Sequence extraction and pre-processing

To perform both phylogenetic and coevolutionary analysis, we built MSAs of class A and

B J-proteins. Given the high sequence and structural similarities between these paralogs,

additional pre-processing and filtering steps were required to minimize the risk of mixing

proteins from the two classes in their respective alignments. We started by building two

manually curated alignments, for class A and B J-proteins separately. Both alignments covered

the J-domain and the two CTDs. The class A MSA further contained the zinc-finger region

characterizing this class. These two alignments were then used to build Hidden Markov
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Models, using the hmmer package [83], which were in turn used to scan the complete Uniprot

database (union of the Uniprot TrEMBL and Swissprot databases, release 06_2015). We then

filtered both extracted MSAs, removing all sequences containing more than 20% gap. We

observed that given the high sequence similarity between the J-domains and CTDs of class A

and B J-proteins, many canonical class A sequences were present in the alignment of class

B (reciprocally, only a small set of class Bs were found in the class A alignments, due to

the lack of the zinc-finger in class Bs). To further remove these false-positives, we retrieved

the complete sequences for both classes and checked for the presence of the characteristic

CxxCxGxG motifs of the zinc-finger. We removed all sequences from the class B alignment

for which the unaligned sequence contained at least one such motif. For the class A MSA, we

removed all entries for which the unaligned sequences contained less than two CxxCxGxG

motifs. Generally, the zinc-finger domain contains four such motifs, however, we observed

that many zinc-fingers contained variations on the glycines of the motif, yet forming a full

zinc-finger. We thus relaxed the filtering, requiring at least the presence of two such motifs per

zinc-finger. This procedure resulted in two MSAs containing respectively 12215 sequences of

class A and 4194 sequences of class B J-proteins, covering the whole tree of life. These MSAs

were further split in two, by considering the J-domains and CTDs separately. This resulted in

four different MSAs JDA , JDB , CTDA and CTDB .

5.3 Phylogenetic analysis of the synergistic interaction

Based on the experimental and computational evidences for the synergistic action of class

A and B J-proteins in protein disaggregation, we aimed at studying this interaction at a phy-

logenetic level. While in their original work [129], Nillegoda et al. focused their analysis

on metazoan organisms (H.sapiens and C.elegans), we aimed at characterizing this interac-

tion over a broad taxonomic spectrum. With this aim, we first analyzed the phylogenetic

distribution of class A and B J-proteins, both at the J-domain and CTD level. We then per-

formed a discriminative analysis to identify the positions most involved in the phylogenetic

differentiation.

5.3.1 Taxonomic distribution of J-proteins

To have an overall view of the phylogenetic distribution and evolution of class A and B J-

proteins we built phylogenetic trees for the four MSAs. The trees were inferred using the RaxML

package [130], using a standard protocol (20 maximum likelihood searches, 100 bootstraps

per tree). To decrease the computational burden of the maximum likelihood inference of

the trees, we pruned the MSAs, clustering sequences and keeping only sequences having

a maximum of 90% sequence identity. This allowed to alleviate the computational burden

of inferring large phylogenetic trees while maintaining a broad taxonomic coverage of the

system. We then analyzed the inferred trees, by annotating the sequences according their

taxonomic groups (Fig.5.2). The overall phylogenetic separation in the inferred trees was
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highly consistent, clearly separating prokaryotes from eukaryotes. A small group of eukaryotic

class A J-proteins were found in branches lying in bacterial regions of the trees (Fig.5.2BC,

pink lines). Inspection of these sequences revealed that these were located in chloroplasts

and mitochondria, in full agreement with the bacterial origin of these organelles [88, 87]. In

contrast, no class B J-proteins were found in these organelles. This observation is intriguing,

given that class B J-proteins are commonly found in many bacterial clades. How and when the

loss of class B J-proteins in mitochondria and chloroplasts occurred remains an unanswered

question. Similarly, no class B J-domains were found in Archaeal organisms in our datasets.

The grouping of J-proteins of organisms sharing lower taxonomic groupings (e.g. Fungi,

Viridiplantae, Proteobacteria, Firmicutes) furthermore highlighted the consistent hierarchical

structure of the trees. Interestingly, groups of sequences of the same taxonomic groups were

found in different locations on the tree, hinting to functional specialization events in the

Hsp40 family.

The biologically consistent organization of the phylogenetic trees confirmed that although the

MSAs were of small widths (compared to the standards of large-scale phylogenetic analysis),

they contained sufficient phylogenetic information regarding the taxonomic distribution and

differentiation of J-proteins.

5.3.2 Phylogenetic signature of the J-protein synergy

Having determined that there was sufficient phylogenetic information contained in our MSAs

to efficiently discriminate between different taxonomic groups, we phylogenetically inves-

tigated which residues were responsible for the synergistic interaction of the two J-protein

classes. Independent computational investigations performed by the group of Rebecca Wade

in Heidelberg determined that the electrostatic potential in the hinge region between the

two CTDs was significantly different between bacterial and eukaryotic organisms [125]. The

authors observed that there was a significant charge reversal in the electrostatic potentials in

the hinge region of the CTDs between organisms of these two kingdoms. Furthermore, in vitro

and in vivo experiments confirmed the lack of synergistic action of class A and B J-proteins

in E.coli. Based on these experimental evidences, we thus investigated whether the clear

phylogenetic distinction observed in the trees for the class A and B J-proteins was carried by

residues involved in this region. To do so, we developed a discriminatory analysis, named

Phylogenetic Discriminant Analysis (PDA), which will be outlined in the following section.

Phylogenetic Discriminant Analysis

The goal of Phylogenetic Discriminant Analysis (PDA) is to identify residues most involved in

phylogenetically distinguishing sequences belonging to different taxonomic groups. These

groups can in principle distinguish taxonomic clades at any phylogenetic level (i.e. eukary-

otes/prokaryotes, fungi/metazoans/plants, mammals/reptiles/birds, etc.). The outline of the

method is as follows: We start with an MSA containing annotated sequences, where each
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Figure 5.2 – Phylogenetic trees of the J-domains and CTDs of class A and B J-proteins. A
Class B J-domains. B Class A CTDs. C Class A J-domains. D Class B CTDs. The gray area
highlights the separation between main eukaryotic and prokaryotic sequences. Magenta lines
approximatively delimit the eukaryotic sequences found in mitochondria and chloroplasts.
Figure adapted from [125].

sequence belongs exclusively to one taxonomic group i . A random subset of n columns is

extracted from the MSA and forms a new sub-MSA. Principal component analysis is then

performed on the sub-MSA to project the sequences onto a lower-dimensional subspace. The

sequences are then clustered in the low-dimensional subspace, forming C non-overlapping

clusters. For each cluster c ∈ C , the distribution P c (i ) of of the taxonomic groups is then

computed, i.e. we build the histogram counting how many sequences in cluster c belong to

group i for all taxonomic groups.

The homogeneity of the clusters is then measured by means of the Shannon entropy

h(c)=−∑
i

P c (i ) logP c (i ) (5.1)

where the sum runs over all the taxonomic groups i . A global mixing score is then computed
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5.3. Phylogenetic analysis of the synergistic interaction

as the weighted average of the cluster entropies

H(C )= ∑
c∈C

wc h(c) (5.2)

where wc denotes the total fraction of sequences falling in cluster c and C denotes the set of

all clusters. The average entropy H(C ) is thus a measure of the phylogenetic mixing of the

clustering performed using a given subset of positions. Subsets of positions for which H(C ) is

low result in clusters having low internal mixing of taxonomic groups. These positions there-

fore have high discriminative power, as they generate a partition of the sequences consistent

with the taxonomic grouping. The monotonicity of the entropy ensures that H is a good scale

to score the discriminative capacity of subsets of positions.

This procedure of randomly extracting subsets of positions is then repeated for all possible

subsets of n positions, and we record the entropy H(C ) for each sampled subset of positions.

We then analyze whether there are single positions in the original MSA that appear frequently

in the low-valued tail of the distribution of H(C). Positions which are significantly present in

highly discriminant subsets are thus identified as strongly discriminating positions.

We used a hierarchical clustering algorithm to compute the clusters in the low-dimensional

subspace [131]. This algorithm requires a definition of a distance cutoff for defining cluster

splitting. We here employed the average distance between all sequences in the projected space

as cutoff. We verified that our results were robust with respect to the use of an alternative

clustering algorithm, based on modularity clustering (Fig.5.5).

In principle, PDA can be applied with an arbitrary number n of positions forming the subsets.

However, the number of potential subsets grows exponentially with n, so that increasing this

number rapidly leads to an intractable number of subsets. In addition, the number of subsets

to sample also increases with the MSA width, making it impossible to sample all possible

subsets for large proteins families. In those cases, we resort to random sampling of the subsets,

and verify that the distribution of H(C ) is stable using cross-validation. This is achieved by

performing several independent PDAs with a finite number of drawn subsets and by verifying

that their computed distributions of H(C ) are statistically indistinguishable within sampling

errors.

PDA of the class A and B J-proteins

As discussed previously, in vitro, in vivo and mutagenesis experiments, complemented by

electrostatic computations led to the hypothesis that the appearance of the J-protein syn-

ergistic behavior appeared at the prokaryote-to-eukaryote split during evolution. We thus

applied PDA to investigate which positions of JDA ,JDB ,CTDA and CTDB were most involved

in discriminating bacteria from eukaryotes. Given the experimental identification of three
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positions on the J-domain involved in the RRR triple charge reversal mutation (D6R, 61R and

E64R in Human DnaJA2 and D4R, E69R and E70R in Human DnajB1), we focused on the

analysis of discriminant subsets of n = 3 positions. Analyzing triplets furthermore allowed us

to exhaustively measure the discriminative power of all position triplets on the two J-domain

MSA. For the CTD MSAs, due to their larger width, we had to randomly sample triplets and

verified with sixfold cross-validation that our sampling was sufficiently deep.

The first question we addressed was whether the three positions identified on the J-domain

triple charge reversal mutant were particularly discriminant between prokaryotes and eukary-

otes. We thus computed the distribution of mixing entropies H(C ) for all position triplets

on the J-domains, as described in the previous section. The mixing entropy of the positions

involved in the RRR triple mutant was indeed located in the low entropy tail of the distribu-

tions for the JDB case, while it appeared to be less discriminant for JDA (Fig.5.3A,B, left panels,

vertical red lines, p-value of 4.6% for JDB , 23% for JDA). Thus, the experimentally identified

positions involved in the RRR mutant did collectively discriminate between prokaryotic and

eukaryotic J-proteins in class B J-proteins, while the discriminative power of the triplet was

not as well marked in class A J-proteins.

We then analyzed the compositions of the position triplets having stronger discriminative

power than the RRR positions (i.e. lower entropies H(C )). To do so, we computed how often

each position was present in triplets having lower mixing entropies than the reference RRR

triplet. We observed that the composition displayed some marked peaks at particular positions

that appeared significantly more frequently than others (Fig.5.3A,B, right panels).

To select the significantly outlying positions from these histogram, we employed a uniform

prior null model: The average probability of a position to be randomly selected among N

positions (dashed red lines in Fig.5.3) is simply given by

pNul l =
3

N
(5.3)

Denoting by m the number of analyzed triplets, the standard error of the mean for each bin is

given by

σp =
√

pNul l (1−pNull )

m
(5.4)

where m is the number of selection positions triplets. Assuming a gaussian distribution of

the errors on the bins, this allows quantifying the p-value of the measured bins in terms of

standard deviations from the mean. To select the outlying positions in Fig.5.3, we selected all
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Figure 5.3 – PDA results on class A and B J-proteins. The left panels show the distribution of
mixing entropies H(C ) as defined in equation 5.2. The red vertical lines denote the entropy of
the RRR triple mutant triplet for the J-domains (A,B) or the limit corresponding to a p-value of
5% for the CTDs (C,D). The right panels show the selection probability of all positions. Each
bin represents the fraction of times the position has been in the tail of the distribution (left of
the vertical red lines). The red dashed lines depict pNul l as defined in equation 5.3. The green
and magenta dashed lines represent the selection levels of the null model corresponding to
10-σ (green) and 3-σ (magenta) (see equation 5.4). For the J-domains (panels A and B), the
three positions mutated in the RRR charge reversal mutant are highlighted by red bins. A Class
A J-domain. B Class B J-domain. C Class A CTD. D Class B CTD. Figure adapted from [125].

positions above 10-σ (p-value < 10−23, green dashed lines in Fig.5.3). We further verified that

using a less stringent selection criterion (positions beyond 3-σ (p-value < 1.5 ·10−3, dashed

magenta liens in Fig.5.3), led to the selection of additional residues in close vicinity of the

regions identified using the 10-σ threshold. This procedure allowed the identification of 7

positions in class A and 5 positions in the class B J-domains which strongly participated in the

discrimination between prokaryotes and eukaryotes (Fig.5.3A,B).

The analysis of the 5 class B J-domain residues mapped onto Human DnaJB1 showed that

these positions were mainly found in two groups (red spheres in Fig.5.4A). One group formed

of three positions was located at the C-terminal helix IV of the J-domain. Interestingly, among

these, two (E69 and E70 in DnaJB1) were part of the residues which had been experimentally

tested in the RRR triple mutant [129], while the third residue of this group (I63 in DnaJB1) was

in close proximity to the two previously discussed positions. The second group was found in

the coiled region linking helices II and III and was composed of two residues (L29 and K35 in

DnaJB1), which directly flanked the highly conserved HPD motif. Thus, this discriminating
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Chapter 5. Synergistic action of class A/B Hsp40s

region appeared to be involved in the interaction between the J-domain and Hsp70s. This

last observation echoes to the discussion of chapter 4, and seems to indicate that there might

indeed exist structural differences in the Hsp40-Hsp70 interaction between eukaryotes and

prokaryotes.

The analysis of the discriminating positions found in class A J-domains (red spheres in Fig.5.4B)

were less clear-cut. Here, the discriminating positions were mainly found on helix I, II and III.

A cluster of three discriminating positions were situated in vicinity of D6 (in Human DnaJA2),

which was part of the RRR triple mutant of class A J-domains. The discriminating residues on

helix II flanked K46, which had been identified by chemical cross-linking as directly interacting

with class B CTDs [129]. However, given the small spatial extent of the J-domain, the detailed

interpretation of the discriminatory signal of such spread out residues remains difficult.

We reciprocally analyzed the most discriminating positions located on the CTDs of both classes

of J-proteins (Fig.5.3C,D). As there were no reference triplets to test against for these cases, we

selected all position triplets having p-value below 5% (vertical red lines in Fig.5.3C,D). In the

class A CTDs, nine positions significantly contributed to the phylogenetic discrimination at

the 10-σ level (Fig.5.3C). These were structurally clustered into three regions, two of which

were located in the CTD I region, while the third group was found at the dimerization domain

(Fig.5.4A). Among the strongly discriminant residues located in the CTD region, D222 and

Y129 were found at the CTD I - CTD II hinge region, in close vicinity of K223, which was

shown to cross-link with class B J-domains [129]. The other hits lying in the CTD region were

clustered near the hinge between the CTD I and the zinc-finger region of class A J-proteins.

The third group of residues were all structurally clustered in the dimerization domain. The

analogous PDA on the class B CTDs revealed similar features (Fig.5.4B). We found a cluster of

discriminant positions lying in the hinge region between CTD I and II, formed by I175 and

K209. The latter residue was identify by cross-linking as directly interacting with the J-domain

of class A J-proteins [129]. The two remaining groups of residues were clustered in one group

located in the CTD I region and one in the dimerization domain.

To verify the robustness of the PDA predictions, we performed several validation tests. We first

asserted whether the predictions were robust with respect to a finer taxonomic classification.

To this aim, we classified the sequences into lower taxonomic groups at different levels and

performed the same PDA analysis on the class B J-domains (Fig.5.5A: Proteobacteria, Other

prokaryotes, Fungi and Other eukaryotes. Fig.5.5B: Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, Other prokary-

otes, Fungi, Other eukaryotes. Fig.5.5C: Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, Other prokaryotes, Fungi,

Viridiplantae, Other eukaryotes.). The PDA results obtained with these finer classifications

were in qualitative agreement with the case discussed above, thus showing the robustness of

PDA with respect to different description levels. Additionally, we verified if the PDA approach

was sensitive to the clustering method used. We thus repeated the PDA analysis of the class B

J-domains using a modularity based clustering algorithm [132]. The results obtained using

this alternative clustering method were qualitatively in agreement with the results obtained

using a hierarchical clustering method (Fig.5.5D). These results highlighted the robustness of
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Figure 5.4 – Structural mapping of PDA and DCA predictions on class A and B J-proteins. A
Class A CTD (green) and class B J-domain (blue) are depicted in ribbon representation. B Class
B CTD (blue) and class A J-domain (green). Important residues are highlighted in colored
spheres: Red: PDA predicted discriminating positions. Orange: DCA predicted inter-protein
coevolving residues. Purple: Residues found in direct contact in the JDB - CTDA complexes
by cross-linking. Cyan and (*): Residues mutated in the RRR charge reversal mutant. Figure
adapted from [125].

the PDA method with respect to taxonomic classifications at finer levels and with respect to

the clustering method used.

The PDA analysis thus identified a set of positions in the different MSAs which are mostly

responsible for the phylogenetic differentiation of J-proteins between prokaryotes and eu-

karyotes. On the J-domain, the results on the class B J-proteins are readily interpretable: The

phylogenetic discrimination is carried by two regions: One involved in the Hsp40-Hsp70 inter-

action, and the second in excellent agreement with the experimentally observed synergistic

J-protein class A/B interactions. The results on class A J-domains are less easily interpretable,

as the discriminatory signal is more spread out over larger regions. Whether functional and/or

structural features can be directly assigned to these discriminating positions remains an open

question. The analysis on the CTDs revealed consistent features between the two classes. In

both cases, three main regions were predicted to be strongly discriminant. The first, located at

the hinge region between CTDs I and II contains residues showed to directly interact with the

corresponding opposite class J-domains in cross-linking experiments, and can thus be directly

assigned to the synergistic inter-class J-protein action. The other two regions, predicted in

both classes, are located on the CTD I and on the dimerization domain. The functional role of

these discriminatory positions can not be readily interpreted. The predicted positions on the

dimerization domain might hint to some differences in the dimerization behavior between J-

proteins from the two kingdoms, although to the best of our knowledge, no canonical J-protein

functioning as monomers have been reported. In summary, the PDA analysis highlighted a

strong phylogenetic differentiation between prokaryotes and eukaryotes. This differentiation

is mostly carried by the CTD I - CTD II region and by residues located on helix IV of the J, in
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Figure 5.5 – Robustness analysis of the PDA approach. In all panels, class B J-domains are
analyzed. Panels A-C show the results for finer taxonomic classifications. Panel D shows the
results using a modularity based clustering algorithm (see main text for details). A Taxonomic
groups: Proteobacteria, Other prokaryotes, Fungi and Other eukaryotes. B Proteobacteria,
Firmicutes, Other prokaryotes, Fungi, Other eukaryotes. C Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, Other
prokaryotes, Fungi, Viridiplantae, Other eukaryotes. D Taxonomic groups: Bacteria, Eukary-
otes. Modularity based clustering algorithm. The same graphical elements as in Fig.5.3 are
reported. Figure adapted from [125].

excellent agreement with previous experimental evidence [129]. PDA thus fully supports the

cross-linking and FRET data regarding the location of the direct-interaction, and complements

the previous experiments by the a large-scale taxonomic analysis, going beyond the study of a

limited number of organisms experimentally available.

5.4 Coevolutionary Analysis

To inspect the structural basis of the direct inter-class J-protein interaction, we investigated by

DCA whether the synergistic action of J-proteins left evolutionary footprints in the sequences.

Given the lack of knowledge regarding which class A members interact with which class B

J-proteins, we applied the Random Matching Strategy (RM) presented in chapter 4 to the

potential JDA - CTDB and JDB - CTDA protein pairs. Note that in this case, the number of

matchable sequences was severely limited by the size of the class B J-protein family (4194

sequences). Further selecting only eukaryotic sequences would have resulted in poor results

already for intra-domain predictions. For this reason, although all evidence suggested that
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(most) bacteria do not posses synergistically interacting class A and B J-protein pairs, we

decided to include bacterial sequences in the MSAs to be randomly matched. This choice

was further supported by the observation that in the study of the Hsp40-Hsp70 interaction,

although no significant signal was recovered from eukaryotic sequences, the RM results on

the complete dataset were robust to their presence (see Chapter 4).

We thus performed 300 realizations of the RM procedure and recorded the selection frequency

of all potential inter-protein residue pairs. Compared to the Hsp40-Hsp70 case, we did not

observe inter-residue pairs with extremely high selection frequencies (Fig.5.6A,B). In fact, only

a limited number of inter-protein contacts were selected during the RM procedure. Although

the selection frequencies were overall low, two contacts (R63 - G278 in the JDA - CTDB and

E62 - V221 JDB - CTDA) appeared distinctively more frequently compared to the average

selection frequency. Mapping these two contacts on the structures of Human DnaJA2 and

DnaJB1 interestingly revealed that they were located in the hinge region between CTD I and

II on both class CTDs and onto helix IV on both J-domains (Fig.5.4A,B, orange space-filling

spheres). Particularly in the case of the class A CTD, the coevolving residue V221 was in direct

contact with K223, showed to interact with class B J-domains by cross-linking [129], and

further contacted residue D222 which was identified as strongly discriminating by PDA.

The lack of precise knowledge regarding which class A and B paralogs interact, the low number

of class B J-proteins and the high number of paralogs of J-proteins rendered the coevolutionary

analysis of this interaction particularly difficult. This was reflected in the relative low quality

predictions of the RM procedure. Although these premises, the RM results support a direct

inter-class interaction between the CTD I & II hinge region and helices I and IV located on the

complementary class J-domain. It will be interesting to re-investigate this inter-class coevolu-

tion in the future, when significantly more eukaryotic sequences will have been sequenced

and we will potentially have a deeper understanding of the selectivity determinants between

class A and B J-proteins.

5.5 Discussion

Trough independent phylogenetic and coevolutionary analysis of class A and B J-proteins,

we computationally validate experimental evidences regarding the synergistic interactions

between these co-chaperones. These findings support and strengthen the recent model of the

Hsp70- JA/JB machinery as principal disaggregation machinery in higher eukaryotes lacking

the Hsp100 system.

Using Phylogenetic Discriminant Analysis, we could identify which positions on the different

domains were most involved in the phylogenetic differentiation at the sequence level. Our

results show strong overlaps with the positions identified by experimental and other computa-

tional approaches [125]. Interestingly, beyond the agreement with the experimental data, our

approach also identified supplementary regions involved in the prokaryotes-to-eukaryotes

split. Whether these signals carry biological relevance, and what it might be, was beyond the
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Chapter 5. Synergistic action of class A/B Hsp40s

Figure 5.6 – Random Matching results on class A and B J-protein interactions. Fraction of
appearances of the inter-protein predicted contacts in RM. The abscissa is an arbitrary contact
index, mapping each inter-protein residue pair to the natural numbers. The two contacts
depicted in orange are reported on the structural view in Fig.5.4A,B. A JDA - CTDB . B JDB -
CTDA . Figure adapted from [125].

focus of this particular work. However, future investigations should address the question of

the origin of these differentiations and analyze their functional and/or structural meaning.

The application of the RM procedure to investigate the direct interaction between the two

classes was strongly hindered by the limited amount of available sequence data. In practice,

the challenges raised by the class A - class B interactions are probable the worst case scenario

for protein-protein interaction prediction based on coevolutionary methods. Nevertheless,

although marginal, our results are in good agreement and support the model of a direct

interaction between the inter-class J-domain - CTD interaction.

The computational results obtained in this work can only be fully appreciated when incor-

porated in the global study of the synergistic interaction between class A and B J-proteins.

While this chapter mainly focused on the phylogenetic and coevolutionary analysis performed,

our results are only informative when interpreted in conjunction with the experimental data

gathered in this collaboration, and with the electrostatic computations performed indepen-

dently [125]. Such an analysis of a highly complex biological interaction through the combined

use of experimental, theoretical and computational approaches is indicative of the highly

inter-disciplinary nature of the field of molecular biology, far from the historical segregation

between wet bench and theoretical work. While none of the approaches could indepen-

dently claim with high confidence the physiological relevance of our findings, their combined

interpretation draws a strong biological picture of this exotic proteostasis pathway.
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6 Coevolutionary study of Iron-Cluster
pathway proteins

The main results presented in this chapter have been published in [133]. The majority of the

figures presented in this chapter are directly reproduced from the published article, in accordance

with the Creative Commons Attribution License used by Frontiers.

6.1 Introduction

The project presented in this chapter slightly diverges with respect to the previous discussion

of coevolution in molecular chaperones. The system analyzed here is formed by proteins

involved in the assembly of Iron-Sulphur clusters (Fe-S clusters, 2Fe2S or 4Fe4S). Fe-S clusters

are cofactors which provide electrons in redox reactions and/or are involved in the stabilization

of folded proteins [73]. An in-depth discussion of the chemistry of the biosynthesis of Fe-S

clusters is beyond the scope of this chapter (and beyond the expertise of the author), the focus

of the following discussion will thus be the structural properties of proteins involved in this

pathway and their coevolutionary analysis.

The high chemical activity of free iron in the cellular environment is tightly controlled by a

set of proteins forming the Fe-S cluster pathway. Indeed, an excess of free iron can form cyto-

toxic hydroxyl radicals, with potential deleterious effects on the cell [134]. During evolution,

organisms have thus acquired specialized proteins involved in the chaperoning of iron and

sulfur atoms, through their assembly in Fe-S clusters, and their subsequent transport towards

acceptor proteins. Most of these ancient proteins are found throughout the evolutionary tree,

displaying high sequence similarity. In eukaryotes, the machinery is located in the mitochon-

drion, and is tightly coupled to respiratory pathways [134]. In bacteria, several pathways are

able to perform these tasks (located in the nif, isc and suf operons). In the following, we will

discuss the case of the isc pathway, for which direct orthologs in eukaryotes are known.

The core machinery involved in the Isc biosynthesis of Fe-S clusters is composed of four classes

of proteins (Fig. 6.1). IscS proteins are desulfurases which convert cysteine to alanine, thereby

forming persulfides compounds which are subsequently incorporated in the Fe-S clusters.
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Chapter 6. Coevolutionary study of Iron-Cluster pathway proteins

The actual clusters are assembled on scaffold proteins IscU. These proteins directly interact

with IscS homo-dimers. Upon binding of IscU to IscS, the persulfide is transferred to the

IscU scaffold. It is thought that the Fe2+ atoms are provided by CyaY proteins (Frataxin in

eukaryotes), which act as iron chaperones in the process. Furthermore, CyaY also plays a

regulatory role, controlling the speed of the cluster formation. The resulting clusters are then

putatively transferred to IscA proteins, which can act as carriers of the Fe-S clusters towards

acceptor proteins. IscA are also believed to play a role as alternative scaffolding proteins

for the assembly of the clusters. Additionally, HscA chaperones and HscB co-chaperones

(bacterial members of the Hsp70 resp. Hsp40 families) are directly involved in the Isc pathway.

While most Hsp70 chaperones are known to have a large spectrum of client substrates, HscA is

specifically tailored to interact with the IscU proteins. While the exact role of this interaction

is yet to be understood, experimental evidence highlighted that HscA facilitates the transfer of

clusters from IscU to acceptor proteins [73]. In addition, direct interactions of the HscB co-

chaperones with IscU have also been reported [73]. These interactions, and their stimulation

of the Fe-S cluster transfer were further shown to depend on the nature of the bound cluster

(2Fe-2S vs 4Fe-4S), suggesting that IscU adopts different conformations depending on the

state of the bound cluster. Although we have an overall understanding of the mechanism of

Figure 6.1 – Schematics of Fe-S cluster assembly. The persulfide generated by the desulphurase
IscS is transferred onto the scaffold protein IscU. CyaY, a putative iron carrier, regulates the
Fe-S cluster assembly. The final cluster is then transferred to IscA proteins, which can also act
as alternative scaffold proteins. Figure adapted from [133].

the Fe-S biosynthesis, a large number of questions remain unanswered, especially regarding

the structural aspects of the mechanism. In collaboration with Annalisa Pastore in London

and Marco Fantini in Pisa, we addressed several structural questions regarding the proteins

discussed above, using a coevolutionary approach: Is the N-terminal tail of IscU in a structured

or unstructured state? What oligomeric arrangement of IscU is compatible with coevolutionary
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predictions? Does DCA predict a biological functional oligomeric state of the IscA proteins,

and what are the consequences on the cluster coordination? Are there coevolutionary traces

of the inter-protein interactions among proteins involved in the Isc pathway?

6.2 Structural insights into the IscU family

The IscU proteins form the central scaffold on which Fe-S clusters are assembled. IscU are

structurally characterized by a globally compact fold, composed of a three-stranded β-sheet

packed against an arrangement of α-helices (Fig.6.2A,B). Experimentally, divergences exist

regarding the N-terminal state of IscU (residues 1-21). Structural models obtained by X-ray

crystallography all display a structured state of the N-terminal of IscU [135]. This tail is packed

against the β-sheet region (Fig.6.2A, PDB ID: 3LVL). In contrast, a structural model based on

solution NMR displays a completely unstructured and flexible N-terminal (Fig.6.2B, PDB ID:

1R9P) [136].

To investigate the state of the N-terminal tail of IscU by DCA, we built an MSA of the IscU

family using the same methodology as presented in chapter 3. After searching the Uniprot

database (union of TrEBL and Swissprot, release 11_2015) with a manually curated seed, we

kept sequences containing a maximum of 10% of gaps, which resulted in an MSA defined over

N = 119 positions and containing B = 13,148 sequences for the IscU family. We then used

the asymmetric pseudo-likelihood version of DCA to predict intra-protein contacts. The high

quality of the predictions, resultant of the large number of sequences composing this family,

allowed us to analyze the 2N highest ranked contacts (ignoring all predicted contacts separated

by less than 5 positions along the chain), with an excellent precision score (88% precision

compared to 3LCL on the top N predictions, 78% precision on the top 2N). The comparison

of the DCA predicted contacts with two reference structures (3LVL, crystal structure with

structured N-terminal and 1R9P, NMR structure with unstructured N-terminal) displayed

overall excellent predictions over most of the protein. As expected, the main differences

between the two structures were found in the N-terminal segment. A large number of DCA

contacts were predicted in the region involving the N-terminal segment (Fig.6.2C,D, boxed

region) These contacts corresponded to interactions between the approximatively first 20

residues and the other secondary structures forming the core of IscU and were in excellent

agreement with the contacts resulting from the structured state of the N-terminal (Fig.6.2A,C),

whereas they displayed high shortest-path scores (SP, see Chapter 3) in the unstructured

N-terminal structure (Fig.6.2B,D). These results clearly indicated that the structured form of

the IscU N-terminal tail has been strongly evolutionarily conserved, and is thus functionally

important in this family. It must however be underlined that this observation does not preclude

the existence, nor the functional relevance, of the unstructured conformation of IscU, as it

has been observed that DCA generally produces weaker signals from disordered regions of

proteins compared to folded regions [137]. Furthermore, the existence of a fully unstructured

state of the N-terminal would probably not rely on a set of well defined contacts, consequently

not leaving an evolutionary footprint at the residue-pair level.
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Figure 6.2 – N-terminal interactions of IscU. A Crystal structure of the structured N-terminal
conformation of IscU (PDB ID: 3LVL, [135]). B NMR solution structure of the unstructured
conformation of the N-terminal of IscU (PDB ID: 1R9P, [136]). C,D DCA predictions overlaid
on structural contact maps obtained from A and B. Lower triangular part: Structural contacts,
defined by a contact threshold of 8.5Å between heavy atoms. Upper triangular part: DCA
predictions, colored by their SP score. The structural contacts are depicted in grey background.
The boxed regions indicate the contacts involving the N-terminal region. E,F DCA contacts
boxed in C,D depicted on the structured and unstructured models. The contacts are drawn
between Cα atoms. Figure adapted from [133].80
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Close inspection of DCA predicted contacts outside the region involving the N-terminus

revealed the presence of two small clusters displaying high SP scores (Fig.6.3A, highlighted

boxes). These predictions could not be explained by inter-protein contacts as observed in

crystal structures of IscU in either trimeric (PDB ID: 2Z7E), nor decameric (PDB ID: 2QQ4)

arrangements (Fig.6.6, see Supplementary Figures). As these predicted contacts all lied in

close vicinity of the binding site of the cluster on IscU, their predictions by DCA could be an

effect of interactions being mediated by a non-proteic substrate. In this scenario, the correct

coordination of the cluster must be ensured by residues forming the active site. Mutations of

such residues must be compensated in order to ensure the correct localization and binding of

the Fe-S cluster at the active site, thus displaying correlated mutations also in the absence of

direct physical contacts. An alternative scenario is that these contacts reflect a head-to-head

dimerization pattern of IscU. It has been proposed in literature that the correct coordination

of 4Fe-4S clusters requires at least the formation of IscU homo-dimers [138]. In this scenario,

the homo-dimerization of IscU would allow the co-localization of the two active sites of the

monomers, potentially increasing IscUs ability to coordinate 4Fe-4S clusters.

Figure 6.3 – Fe-S cluster coordination of IscU. A DCA predictions overlaid on the structural map
of PDB ID: 3LVL. Lower triangular part: Structural contacts, defined by a contact threshold of
8.5Å between heavy atoms. Upper triangular part: DCA predictions, colored by their SP score.
The structural contacts are depicted in grey background. The two boxed regions highlight the
high SP predictions not involving the N-terminal. B Boxed contacts in panel A reported on the
3LVL structure. All contacts are between Cα atoms. The colors of the drawn contacts follow
the coloring schemes of the boxes in panel A. The coordinating cysteines are shown explicitly.
The Fe-S cluster is outlined in black. Figure adapted from [133].
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6.3 Multimerization and cluster coordination of IscA

The alternative scaffold protein IscA presents several unresolved questions, among which the

understanding of its coordination of Fe-S clusters through multimerization. Several structural

models of IscA oligomers have been proposed. The authors of [139] proposed two possible

tetrameric IscA arrangements based on crystallographic data (Fig.6.4A, PDB ID: 1R95). Both

tetramers are composed of two identical copies of IscA dimers, but they differ in the relative

arrangement of the two dimers. Due to unresolved electron density, both models lack the

C-terminus of IscA, where two out of the three cysteines of IscA are located. Thus, the resulting

cluster coordination could not be asserted based on these structural models. Cupp-Vickery

et al. [140] obtained a similar tetrameric arrangement, and modeled the missing C-terminus

based on stereochemical parameters. From the resulting model, the authors concluded that

the cysteines of an isolated dimer would not allow the coordination of a cluster, and that

thus a tetrameric organization was necessary. Furthermore, they argued that only two out of

the three cysteines of each IscA would be involved in Fe-S coordination (C99 and C101, but

not C35 in . E.coli). A similar model for SufA (IscA paralog) was obtained in [141] (PDB ID:

2D2A). Their structure, which comprises the C-terminal tail containing the cysteines showed

a similar arrangement to the model obtained in [139]. An alternative structural modeled

was obtained for the IscA of T. elongatus by Morimoto et al. (PDB ID: 1X0G, [142]). In this

structure, the C-terminal was fully resolved and displayed a correct coordination of the Fe-S

cluster. This model is also composed of a tetrameric arrangement of IscA, and is formed

by a dimer of asymmetric IscA dimers (Fig.6.4B). Intriguingly, two IscA monomers in this

model display a domain swap, in which a long anti-parallel beta-sheet is formed between two

strands belonging to different monomers. In this arrangement, the cluster is coordinated by

the simultaneous interaction with the three cysteines of one monomer and additionally with

C103 of another IscA monomer.

We tested whether DCA could discriminate between these different oligomerization patterns

and applied the same protocol as for the analysis of the IscU family (see section 6.2). The IscA

MSA was defined over N = 106 positions and contained B = 29233 sequences. Comparing the

DCA predictions with the three discussed structures showed that while the overall prediction

quality is very high (85% precision over the top N predictions, compared to the 1X0G structure),

the main region containing the differences between the models involved interactions between

the C-terminal tail with residues located at positions 30-40. We observed that these predictions

could not be explained by any intra-molecular contacts and therefore extended our analysis

taking in account oligomeric contacts (Fig.6.4C,D,E). While neither of the inter-molecular

arrangements observed in the structures of E.coli IscA or SufA were compatible with these

predictions (Fig.6.4C,D), we observed that the domain swapped tetrameric arrangement

present in 1X0G was in excellent agreement with these contacts. Although surprising at first

sight, the existence of such domain-swapped dimers has been observed in several different

occasions [143]. In contrast, what would be surprising is if these two bacterial orthologs would

have drastically different oligomeric structures. Coevolutionary analysis indicates that the
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inter-chain contacts can be explained by a domain-swapped arrangement of IscA, which is

further compatible with cluster coordination. Whether an alternative arrangement lacking the

domain swap but still respecting these restraints could be built remains an open question.

Figure 6.4 – IscA multimerization. A The two tetrameric arrangements proposed in [139] (PDB
ID: 1R95). The two proposed tetramers are depicted in blue and green. The two complexes are
aligned on the central (identical) dimer. The dimers outlined in black depict the positioning
of the second dimer in the alternative tetramer. B Domain swapped tetramer as proposed in
[142] (PDB ID: 1X0G). The four IscA monomers are colored differently. The coordinated Fe-S
clusters are shown in red. C-D Comparison of the DCA predictions with the contacts maps of
the three discussed models, including inter-protein contacts. The same graphical elements as
in Fig.6.3A are depicted. Figure adapted from [133].

6.4 Interactions between Fe-S cluster proteins

The assembly of Fe-S clusters is based on the precise interactions between the different

proteins of the Isc pathway. Among the different binary interactions involved in this pathway,

the only available high-resolution structural model is a crystal structure of the complex formed

by the desulfurase IscS and the scaffold protein IscU [135]. One of the major unanswered

questions regarding these interactions is the role played by the CyaA protein, which is thought

to be an iron carrier [46]. A low resolution model, obtain by small angle X-ray scattering,

suggests that the binding site of CyaY is distinct of the binding site of IscU on IscS [144]. We

thus focused our attention on the interactions of CyaY with both IscU and IscS.
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The same sequence extraction as presented in the previous sequences resulted in an MSA of the

CyaY family containing 3459 sequences (defined over 109 positions), which was significantly

less than what we retrieved for both the IscU and IscA family (∼ 11′000−13′000 sequences).

This was due to the presence of multiple paralogs of both IscU and IscA involved in different

pathways (i.e. SufA, SufU, NifU), whereas proteins of the CyaY family are predominantly only

present in the Isc pathway. In contrast, we retrieved 34632 sequences belonging to the IscS

family (defined over 402 positions), highlighting the multiplication of the number of cysteine

desulfurases present in a multitude of pathways.

While most of the proteins involved in the Isc pathway are contained in the Isc operon in

bacteria [73], CyaY is located distantly in the genome. Furthermore, our sequence dataset

contained an appreciable number of sequences belonging to the eukaryotic homologs of the

Isc proteins. We could therefore not use the genomic-location based matching strategy to pair

putatively interacting sequence pairs [106, 105]. As no particular cross-talk between paralogs

belonging to different pathways had been reported for the Fe-S assembly proteins, we assumed

that the interactions should be highly specific. This led us to favor the use of coevolutionary

optimization techniques over the use of random matching to perform the paralog matching

(see Chapter 5). In fact, while the random matching strategy gives comparable results on

highly promiscuous interactions, in the case of protein-protein interactions presenting high

specificity, optimization techniques, such as IPA [108] or PPM [109] lead to significantly better

DCA predictions [68]. We therefore used the IPA methodology to investigate the interactions

of interest, as briefly outlined below (see [108] for a detailed description of the methodology) .

The Iterative Paralog Algorithm (IPA) is based on iteratively constructing a matched MSA

between proteins of two interacting families in the presence of multiple paralogs per organism.

At each iteration, DCA is performed on the current MSA, and the resulting Potts-Model is used

to score all possible paralog matchings for all organisms. A gap score is then defined for each

pair of potentially interacting sequence in an organism, which is based on the absolute energy

(lower energies indicate higher coevolutionary coupling between the matched sequences)

and taking in account an energy gap, which favors matched sequences having a large energy

difference with the second best matched paralog. At each iteration, a fixed number of best

scored protein-pairs is then selected and forms the MSA of the next iteration. The number

of selected sequences is increased at each iteration until all sequences have been matched.

The first MSA is generated by randomly matching pairs of sequences belonging to the same

organism. Note that in this scheme, each sequence is only matched once, resulting in an

exclusive matching scheme. This fact and the gap scoring used in IPA highlights the design of

the method to tackle highly specific interactions.

For each pair of protein families, we performed a given number NI PA of IPA matching simula-

tions using different initial random matchings. For each optimized MSA, we then performed

DCA predictions using the asymmetric PLM version. We employed the same inter-protein

contact selection criterion as discussed in Chapter 5, namely selecting inter-protein contacts
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with S̃i j > 0.8, where

S̃i j =
Si j∣∣∣min(SInter

i j )
∣∣∣(√1+

√
N

NE f f
)

) (6.1)

and the symbols of equation 6.1 have been defined in Chapter 4. We then ranked the contacts

according to the fraction of times they were selected in the NI PA DCAs (i.e. the acceptance

frequencies) and selected the highest ranked contacts for further analysis.

In order to validate the approach presented above, we verified that this procedure correctly

predicted inter-protein contacts in the IscU-IscS interaction for which a structural model

was available. We could here take advantage of the experimental knowledge of the binding

interface to calibrate our selection threshold. The four contacts having the highest acceptance

frequency (>85%) lied in the correct interface (Fig.6.5A,B), whereas the fifth contact ranked

according to the acceptance frequency was a false positive. We thus selected a stringent

threshold of 85% on the acceptance frequency to select robust contacts.

Having fixed a selection criterion for inter-protein contacts, we first analyzed the CyaY-IscS

interaction (Fig.6.5C,D). The very low number of sequences retrieved for the CyaY family

severely limited the quality of the predictions. Indeed, no inter-protein contact was selected in

more than 85% of the DCAs, and thus no significant coevolutionary signal between CyaY and

IscS could be recovered according to our selection threshold. We however noted the presence

of two contacts having acceptance frequencies of 68% which were significantly more frequent

than the lower ranked contacts. Their mapping onto the IscS and CyaY structures revealed

that they involved surface exposed residues, and their locations could in principle allow a

geometrically acceptable docking. Thus, although they had low frequencies, these contacts

pairs could be indicative of an underlying evolutionary origin. However, the low significance

level precludes the prediction of a biological relevance of this observed interface.

In contrast, the analysis of the CyaA-IscU interaction revealed three significant DCA predic-

tions (acceptance frequency >94%, Fig.6.5E,F). Interestingly, these three contacts formed a

relatively well defined interaction interface between CyaY and IscU. Furthermore, this in-

terface did not overlap with the interface of IscU which binds to IscS (Fig.6.5A). However,

comparison of this interface with the low resolution SAXS model of [144] showed significant

differences in the binding interfaces. It must be noted that the model presented in [144] is

based on SAXS data obtained for a IscS-IscU-CyaY trimer and it is currently not fully under-

stood whether this trimeric arrangement is a biologically active conformation. Hence, our

results might indicate an alternative CyaY-IscU binding mode when interacting as dimers.
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Chapter 6. Coevolutionary study of Iron-Cluster pathway proteins

Figure 6.5 – Inter-protein interactions of Fe-S cluster pathway proteins. Structural Views
(left panels) depict the highest ranked inter-protein contacts in ball-and-stick representation
(spheres centered on the Cβ atoms, Cα for glycines). Colors of the contacts depict their
robustness (see text): Red: < 85%. Green: >85%. The positioning of the monomers was
manually arranged for ease of visualization and not subject to any docking algorithm. The
right panels show the acceptance frequencies of all inter-protein residue pairs. The horizontal
axes are an arbitrary indexing, mapping the inter-protein contacts to natural numbers. A,B
IscU (dark blue) - IscS (light blue). C,D CyaY (purple) - IscS (light blue). E,F IscU (dark blue) -
CyaY (purple). Figure adapted from [133].

6.5 Conclusions

The analysis performed on proteins involved in the Isc pathway is illustrative of the power of

coevolutionary analysis, and specifically DCA, to investigate structural and functional features

at multiple scales [145]. Indeed, our results range from the structural state of a single monomer

(the N-terminal state of IscU), up to oligomeric complexes, both at the homo- (IscU and IscA)

and hetero-dimeric (CyaY -IscU/IscS) levels. This ability of DCA to fruitfully analyze features

at different organizational scales based upon a unique underlying model is sufficiently rare

in the field of bioinformatics to be appreciated. The downside of this versatility is the high

requirement in terms of number of sequences, as illustrated by the case of CyaY. However,

the astonishing growth rate of sequence databases forecasts a bright future, as independently
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from the methodological improvements that will occur in the field of coevolutionary analysis,

the increase of available protein sequences guarantees as steady increase in prediction quality

of DCA.

We here focused on the core of the Isc machinery, namely the two scaffolding proteins, the

cysteine desulfurase IscS and the iron donor/regulator CyaY. A central question touching

upon all proteins involved in the core of the machinery is their ability to correctly coordinate

and transfer Fe-S clusters. Interestingly, this coordination appears to be often performed

by oligomeric arrangements. This structural complexity is underlined by the number of

incompatible structural models available for protein involved in the Isc pathway. Much

remains to be done to fully understand Fe-S coordination from a structural point of view.

Structural analysis based on residue coevolution is a promising candidate to complement

structural studies with orthogonal informations.

In this work, we neglected several additional proteins involved in the Fe-s cluster assembly,

among which the HscA-HscB chaperone/cochaperone pair and the ferrodoxin Fdx. In particu-

lar, the role played by the specialized HscA and HscB chaperones remains to be elucidated.

While at the moment, the raw number of sequences of these proteins is too small to be ex-

ploited by DCA, this situation will change in the (near) future. Multiple interesting questions

will arise. It appears that in contrast to most Hsp70 members, HscA has as unique client

substrate IscU. Whether this specialization implies structural rearrangements of the chap-

erone and/or variations on the allosteric cycle are open questions that will be addressed in

future work. In a broader context, it will be interesting to analyze whether features of specific

specialized sub-families in large protein families are detected by DCA performed on the whole

family. The detection and extraction of such sub-family specific features at the contact level is

an exciting and challenging task. The HscA sub-family of Hsp70 chaperones will potentially

be an interesting candidate for such finer analyses.
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Chapter 6. Coevolutionary study of Iron-Cluster pathway proteins

6.6 Supplementary Figures

Figure 6.6 – IscU Tetramer and Decamer arrangements. A,B Upper triangular par: DCA
predictions colored by their SP scores. The structural contacts are depicted in grey background.
Lower triangular part: Structural contacts. Intra-chain contacts are depicted in black, inter-
chain contacts in magenta. Contacts are defined by a minimal inter-residue distance of 8.5
Å between heavy atoms. A IscU trimer (PDB ID: 2Z7E). B IscU Decamer (PDB ID:2QQ4). C
Structural view of the trimeric IscU arrangement. D Structural view of the IscU decameric
arrangement. Figure adapted from [133].
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7 Conclusions and Outlooks

In this thesis, four different subjects were studied by coevolutionary analysis. While the first

three subjects dealt with the in-depth analysis of the Hsp70 chaperone machinery, the last

chapter was dedicated to the study of a different system, namely the Fe-S cluster assembly

pathway. The treatment of these different subjects lead to both novel biological insights into

the systems under study and concomitantly identified several key questions raised in the field

of coevolutionary analysis.

The DCA analysis of the Hsp70 family revealed the biological relevance of its dimeric arrange-

ment, which was experimentally verified in parallel work [89, 90]. Beyond this biological

finding, our analysis revealed the ability of DCA to predict multiple protein conformations

separated by large-scale rearrangements, which result in two sets of mutually exclusive con-

tacts. These results highlighted the encoding of such conformations in sequence variation.

Whereas we here took advantage of the structural knowledge of the two conformations of

Hsp70, future work should focus on the identification of multiple conformations in predicted

contact maps. Furthermore, we introduced a taxonomic reweighting scheme which forms

a first step towards the rational study of sub-family specific contact signatures. In this re-

gards, our simple reweighting scheme calls for future analysis, by extending the reweighting to

multiple sub-families and automatically detecting the most varying contacts.

The logical next step in the coevolutionary analysis of the Hsp70 machinery was to investigate

the interaction between the chaperone and its co-chaperones, as materialized by the Hsp40-

Hsp70 interactions. The fundamental challenge presented by this study was the pairing of

interacting sequences with little a-priori knowledge of the interaction network. This led us

to propose the random matching strategy, which allowed the successful characterization of

an evolutionarily conserved interface. By combining coevolutionary analysis with molecular

simulations at both coarse-grained and atomistic levels, we could propose a novel model for

the elusive Hsp40-Hsp70 complex. These results highlight the complementarity of statistical

analysis of proteins sequences with molecular simulation techniques. In addition to the DCA

based structural prediction, our matching strategy further revealed intriguing differences in

the coevolutionary signals encoded in bacterial and eukaryotic sub-families, which call for
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future investigation.

Investigating the synergistic action between class A and B J-proteins turned out to be to

most challenging project from a DCA point of view. The low number of sequences available,

combined with the high degree of promiscuity in this interaction rendered the interpretation

of the DCA results difficult. Despite these difficulties, our results fully support the experimental

model of an inter-class direct interaction between the J-domain and the CTD of class A/B

J-proteins. Our phylogenetic analysis contributed a taxonomic wide view to the question, in

complement to detailed data provided by wet bench experiments on a reduced set of model

organisms. This point crystalizes the strong interplay between these different approaches,

which allowed to propose a coherent model of the interaction, strengthening our knowledge

of the disaggregation machinery used by eukaryotes.

Straying away from the analysis of Hsp70 chaperones, our analysis of Iron-Cluster assembly

proteins illustrated the power of DCA to investigate structural features at different scales. The

complexity of the machinery involved in this pathway is illustrated by the shear number of

different structural models available in literature. In this respect, we used sequence analysis

to select models from a pool of experimental candidates. A deeper structural understanding

of the mechanisms by which Fe-S clusters are assembled and transferred will require an

understanding of the dynamical properties of this process. In this aim, further computational

and experimental studies will be needed to fully grasp the complexity of this pathway.

Beyond the biological insights which we gained through these different projects, two main

questions of general nature emerged during this thesis.

In all four projects, a recurrently encountered theme was the presence and characterization of

sub-families in large protein families. Specifically, DCA is generally performed on protein fami-

lies composed of multiple sub-classes, which can either have purely phylogenetic or functional

origin. A central question arising is how can the sub-family specific features be identified

and extracted from family wide analysis? These questions were repeatedly encountered in

the study of the Hsp70 machinery, in which we investigated the differences emerging from

the differentiation between prokaryotes and eukaryotes. While we used different techniques

to investigate these differences, a systematic study of this question is necessary to answer

both methodological and fundamental questions. It is a-priori not clear how the presence

of these different sub-families is reflected in the parameters of the inferred Potts models,

namely how are sub-families of varying sizes weighted in the final DCA scores. In addition,

the identification of sub-family specific contacts in the overall DCA predictions would be of

great interest for functional studies. In this regard, the sub-family analysis could be viewed as

a natural extension of the study of specificity determining positions (SPD) for which a large

literature exists. Future theoretical and numerical studies will be needed to pursue this line of

work.

The second recurring theme was the problem of matching interacting paralogs, which we

encountered in the last three chapters. This challenge presents two related aspects: From a
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practical point of view, the identification of interacting paralogs is needed to perform high

quality contact predictions through coevolutionary methods. Additionally, from a systems

biology point of view, the knowledge of the interaction network in the presence of multiple

paralogs is a basic requirement to understand the cellular organization of complex biochemical

processes. While we could satisfy the requirement of the first point through the introduction

of the random matching strategy, more advanced recently developed optimization algorithms

simultaneously tackled the two aspects [108, 109]. An important point that emerged from

our analysis is the fact that all these methods only work marginally for complex eukaryotic

systems. Whereas bacterial organisms, which posses simpler cellular organization, seem to

strongly encode the interaction specificity in their amino-acid sequences, the matching results

on eukaryotic systems did not show such strong specificity. Specifically, it is known for the

Hsp40-Hsp70 interactions and for the synergistic class A/B J-protein interactions that the

interaction network is highly promiscuous, encompassing a high-degree of cross-talk. This

leads to a fundamental question regarding such interaction networks, particularly in the case

of eukaryotic organisms: How can a sequence interacting with a large number of partners

accommodate compensatory mutations? In a basic scenario, a deleterious mutation would

need to be compensated by a large number of complementary mutations on all the interaction

partners. The statistical low likelihood of such a scenario would imply a dramatic decrease in

observed mutation rates for proteins interacting with multiple partners. Higher organisms

however posses multiple means by which protein-protein interactions can be modulated,

beyond the physics encoded directly into their amino-acid sequences. Differential temporal

and tissue expression levels, as well as cell compartmentalization are possible ways to fine-

tune the interaction network of protein-protein interactions. Future work is required to build

a comprehensive analysis tool encompassing all these aspects in order to better understand

the specificity and selectivity determinants of protein interactions in higher eukaryotes.

As a final remark, this thesis was characteristic of an inter-disciplinary approach to study

protein coevolution, which encompasses models emerged from statistical physics and the

analysis of specific biological systems. This dichotomy required the study of fields which

have traditionally drastically different ways of approaching problems. In such a scenario,

major challenges are to marry the theoretical rigor of theoretical physics with more qualitative

approaches inherent to the study of extremely complex systems such as living organisms. It

is our hope that the material and approaches presented in this thesis will raise interest in

audiences from both fields.
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